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Summary; regulatory proposals by the 
National Ethics Council

For the purposes of this Opinion, biobanks are defined as 

collections of samples of human bodily substances (e.g. cells,

tissue, blood, or DNA as the physical medium of genetic infor-

mation) that are or can be associated with personal data and

information on their donors. Biobanks have a twofold charac-

ter, as collections of both samples and data.

This Opinion relates exclusively to biobanks used for med-

ical research. These are deemed to include biobanks containing

samples and data originally collected or recorded for medical

purposes – e.g. diagnosis – but subsequently to be employed

for medical research (for instance, specimens for cellular ex-

amination in pathology departments, DNA samples in human

genetics departments, or blood samples collected in the course

of neonatal screening).

Biobanks are an important resource for identifying the

causes and mechanisms of a large number of diseases, including

in particular ones that are widespread among the population.

Our ever greater understanding of the human genome is in-

creasingly making it possible to determine the role not only of

external factors such as environmental agencies or lifestyle, but

also of hereditary factors (genes) in the causation of or dispo-

sition to disease (genetic epidemiology). Like its conventional

counterpart, genetic epidemiology studies not the individual

but population groups, which may in certain circumstances be

very large.

Human bodily substances of all kinds have been collected,

stored and used for a variety of purposes since the beginnings of

scientific medicine. As a consequence of modern methods of

molecular genetic analysis and electronic data processing, the

information content of biobanks and the possibilities of dis-

semination of the data contained in them are increasing apace.

The majority of existing biobanks are relatively small col-

lections devoted to specific diseases, established, for example,





in university departments and comprising a few hundred to a

few thousand donor samples. These biobanks will remain im-

portant in the future. In addition, large-scale population-relat-

ed biobanks are being set up in some countries and will allow

not only research into individual diseases but also approaches

to a wide range of health-related issues.

Biobanks may be operated under the auspices of public-

sector institutions, such as university departments, or of

individuals or private bodies – for example, pharmaceutical

companies. Irrespective of the responsible institution, they

may be funded from public or private resources.

Biobanks may be established and/or used to serve a variety

of interests – for instance, purely scientific interests, the inter-

ests of donors in the development of therapies for their own

diseases (e.g. in the case of self-help groups) and commercial

interests.

While biobanks hold out the prospect of significant break-

throughs in medical and pharmaceutical research, they also

arouse anxiety and distrust. The main concern is donor pro-

tection. What is feared is the uncontrolled use of samples and

data. Another source of anxiety is the possibility that potential

donors might be pressurized into assuming unreasonable risks

or imprudently divulging personal information. Although

these problems exist irrespective of whether the samples un-

dergo genetic or other analyses, the former are a particular ob-

ject of concern because they generate information that may

touch upon the personality of the donor in quite specific ways.

Apart from the legal aspects of data protection, a vitally im-

portant issue is whether donors and their genetic relatives have

effective protection from genetic discrimination and stigmati-

zation. The question of protection from discrimination may

arise for entire population groups if their samples are collected

in biobanks and associated with personal data. These concerns

and anxieties must be addressed by regulatory provisions on

the establishment and use of biobanks. At the same time, the

world of research requires adequate legal certainty.



The National Ethics Council considers that the following

points should constitute guiding principles of the legal posi-

tion in Germany. They should also apply to commercial re-

search over and above existing provisions.

1. The central element of all regulatory proposals must be the

donor’s right of self-determination. This means that the

collection of bodily substances from his body and the gath-

ering of personal data, in both cases for subsequent use in

biobanks for the purposes of medical research, must be

subject to the donor’s consent. The consent is effective if the

donor has the capacity to give consent, the consent is given

voluntarily and the donor has been appropriately informed

of the purposes, nature, significance and implications of

the collection and use.

2. The requirement of consent must also apply whenever

samples and data obtained for other reasons – e.g. diagno-

sis or therapy – are subsequently to be used for research.

This kind of multiple sample use is extremely valuable for

medical research, but in the past it usually took place with-

out explicit consent. To ensure that these samples remain

available for research in the future, the process of obtaining

consent must not be unnecessarily complicated. A form-

based declaration that the samples may also be used for

medical research subject to appropriate donor protection

conditions ought to suffice.

3. If samples and data lawfully obtained for diagnostic or

therapeutic reasons are subsequently used for medical re-

search, the requirement of consent may be waived if the

samples and data are completely anonymized. Since no re-

lation to the person then exists, donor interests calling for

protection are not at issue. However, if the donor has ex-

pressed a contrary wish at the time of collection of the sam-

ples, it must always be respected.







The same applies if the samples and data have been

pseudonymized and the research worker has no access to the

code, so that he cannot by himself relate them to the person

concerned. In this case, as in that of anonymization, the re-

searchers lack the possibility of relating samples and data to

their donors. Ensuring the observance of data protection

requirements is a matter for the data protection officer.

4. Under Germany’s current data protection legislation, the

requirement of consent may also be waived in the case of

samples and data lawfully obtained for diagnostic or thera-

peutic purposes if, although the samples and data are to be

used in personalized form, the scientific interest in the con-

duct of the research project substantially outweighs any in-

terest of the donor in exclusion from use and if the purpose

of the research cannot be achieved in any other way, or can

be achieved only with disproportionate effort and expense.

Even so, donor consent to the research should be obtained

if reasonably possible.

This exceptional situation ceases to be of practical rele-

vance if, when bodily substances are collected for diagnostic

or therapeutic purposes, precautionary consent is obtained

for their use for medical research purposes too.

“Exceptional situations” also includes cases where per-

sonalized samples and data obtained with donor consent for

a specific research project, such as research on particular 

diseases, are to be used for research on further diseases. This

exception need not be invoked where wide-ranging consent

was granted at the time of collection of the samples.

If an exceptional situation is to be invoked, an ethics

committee must first be involved and have issued a

favourable opinion (see Regulatory Proposal 17).

5. The scientific potential of biobank samples and data can of-

ten be fully exploited only if their use is not confined to in-

dividual research projects specifiable in advance. Donors





should be able to give generalized consent to the use of their

samples and data for the purposes of medical – including

genetic – research.

6. The same applies to consent relating to the duration of

storage and utilization of samples and data. Donors should

be able to consent to the use of their samples and data for

an indefinite period. Moreover, compulsory time limits on

the storage of samples and data appreciably limit the scien-

tific value of biobanks. Epidemiological studies may extend

over several decades. It must also be possible at any time to

withdraw consent given to the use of samples and data for

an unlimited period (see Regulatory Proposal 10 below).

7. Modern research is dependent on national and internation-

al cooperation and networks. For this reason, donors

should also be able to consent to the transfer of samples and

data from biobanks to third parties for the purposes of

medical research. However, except in circumstances pre-

scribed by law, the transfer must take place only in

anonymized or coded form, with the recipient in the latter

case having no access to the code. Should the recipients’ re-

search require an association with personalized data, this

may be provided only by an officer of the biobank to which

the donors originally entrusted their samples and data.

All transfers of samples and data to third parties must be

fully documented for future reference.

8. Subject to donors’ consent, transfer of an entire biobank

should be permissible provided that the recipient is subject

to standards of donor protection and quality assurance

equivalent to those applicable to the original institution in

charge of the biobank. Transfer of a biobank without donor

consent is acceptable only if the samples and data have first

been anonymized. Transfers of existing biobanks to third

parties with the inclusion of personalized donor data ought



to be possible only with the approval of an ethics commit-

tee.

9. Whether donors should be able to choose between declara-

tions of consent providing for different levels of authoriza-

tion ultimately depends on the purpose of the research. The

absence of options does not constitute a violation of the

right of self-determination, for it is up to the donor to de-

cide whether or not to participate in the research under the

specified conditions.

10. Donors must have the right to withdraw their consent 

to the use of their samples and data at any time. It should

not be possible to waive this right. However, there should 

be provision for donors to allow samples and data to con-

tinue to be used, in the case of withdrawal, if they are

anonymized – that is, if their personalization has been

eliminated.

11. Consent must always be subject to the furnishing of ap-

propriate information on all circumstances recognizably 

relevant to the donor’s decision. These as a rule include:

>> the voluntary nature of participation

>> the purposes, nature, extent and duration of the pro-

posed use, including the possibility of genetic analyses

>> the extent of, and conditions for, the possible transfer of

samples and data

>> the possibility or otherwise of communication of research

results to the donor

>> information on the possible consequences of the com-

munication of results of genetic analyses for the donor

and his relatives, including possible obligations to divulge

(e.g. to insurance institutions)

>> the form of data storage and combination 

>> anonymization or pseudonymization of samples and data

>> other ancillary donor protection measures







>> any provision for State access to samples and data

>> the right to withdraw consent

>> the fate of samples and data if consent is withdrawn and

if the biobank closes down

>> any commercial prospects of the proposed research (in-

cluding the possibility of filing patent applications on the

results)

>> issues of payment of expenses, remuneration or benefit

sharing

It should not under any circumstances be possible to dis-

pense with the provision of this information.

12. The information need only cover personal risks to the

donor arising directly in connection with the use of sam-

ples and data in biobanks. The general risk that existing

safeguards might not be observed, or the possibility that re-

search results obtained by means of the biobank might lead

to undesirable societal trends, cannot form part of the in-

formation provided by the research worker.

13. If individual communication of research results to the donor

is agreed, he must also be told, as a part of the information

to be given, that he must divulge these details in certain cir-

cumstances – for instance, when concluding new employ-

ment or insurance contracts in the future. In addition, where

such individual communication to the donor has been

agreed, the findings must be imparted by a person with the

appropriate counselling skills. This applies in particular to

the communication of results of genetic diagnosis.

14. To protect donor privacy, when biobank samples and data

are stored and used, personal information allowing infer-

ences as to donor identity shall as far as possible be con-

cealed by coding. Organizational measures shall be adopted

to ensure that the code and the encrypted data are stored

and administered separately from each other.



15. There is no need for a general approval requirement for

biobanks. The collection and use of human bodily sub-

stances and personal data are part of the normal course of

medical research. They do not as a rule carry any particular

risks to donors, and are covered by the established stan-

dards governing medical research. For this reason, blanket

prior oversight by an authority is not necessary.

However, it might be appropriate to require the licens-

ing of large-scale biobanks – along the lines of the national

biobank planned in the United Kingdom – that are rela-

tively permanent organizations combining a number of

different major resources under a single umbrella. In this

case, a crucial regulatory consideration, in addition to

donor protection, would be a guarantee of appropriate ac-

cess to an infrastructure important for research.

16. Under the current data protection legislation, biobanks are

in all cases subject to the supervision of a data protection

officer, who must where appropriate be appointed specifi-

cally by the institution and who is responsible for ensuring

compliance with the legal requirements applicable to the

handling of personal data. As a rule, no other internal or 

external supervisory body will be necessary. Different

arrangements may be indicated for large-scale biobanks

with divided organizational responsibilities, which might

need higher-level coordination and oversight.

17. Prior to the conduct of a research project involving the use

of biobank samples and data, it should be necessary for the

consent of an ethics committee to be obtained where 

>> bodily substances are to be collected from a donor’s body

for research purposes

>> the project calls for the linking of samples to personal-

ized data

>> bodily substances in personalized or pseudonymized

form are to be transferred to external researchers







>> existing biobanks are to be transferred in toto to third

parties with the inclusion of personalized donor data

>> exceptional situations are to be invoked (see Regulatory

Proposal 4)

The involvement of an ethics committee and the need for

its favourable opinion are intended to ensure that a nar-

rowly worded consent is not exceeded, that a consent in

broad terms is not inappropriately given an even wider 

interpretation, and that exceptional situations in which

consent may be waived are not illegitimately invoked.

18. On the other hand, there should be no requirement for an

ethics committee to be involved if samples and data are

anonymized. In this case there is no particular need for

donor protection.

19. Donors must be protected by an obligation of confidential-

ity on the part of all concerned with the establishment and

use of biobanks. Where not provided for by law, the obliga-

tion of confidentiality must be imposed by the institution

itself, for instance in its statutes or by contract.

20. Donors will often grant biobanks the right to use their sam-

ples and data for medical research with hardly any limita-

tion of content and time. This seems reasonable only if this

application (i.e. research) is strictly adhered to. For this 

reason, confidentiality of research must be enshrined in

law, to preclude any access to samples and data other than

in the context of research. This protection should also, in all

cases, extend to access by the State.

21. The risk of results of genetic diagnosis being used in socie-

ty to discriminate against people on the grounds of their

genetic characteristics must be precluded by statutory 

regulation of fields in which the relevant information can

be used in discriminatory ways, for instance by stipulating 



restrictions on the use of genetic findings in the sphere of

employment and insurance. Specific provisions for bio-

banks are not necessary.

22. Owing to the sometimes excessive importance hitherto as-

signed to the genetic element of physical and, in particular,

mental characteristics in both the general and the scientific

debate, the possibility cannot be ruled out that research re-

sults associating diseases with genetic endowment may be

perceived as stigmatizing by those concerned and in their

social environment. This perception reflects an overvalua-

tion of genetic factors that fails to do justice to the signifi-

cance of other conditions of human life (such as education,

experience or environment). It must be corrected by infor-

mation, not by regulation of research.

23. Genetic analyses of samples may also generate information

applicable to a donor’s relatives. Donors should nevertheless

be able to consent to the analysis of their own samples with-

out the need for the relatives’ consent. However, informa-

tion on their genetic status must not be forced on relatives.

24. Genetic analyses of donor samples may result in findings

concerning the genetic particularities and risks of patients

suffering from a specific disease or of ethnic groups in

which such diseases are particularly prevalent. The rele-

vance of the results to these groups cannot constitute

grounds for a requirement of group consent in addition to

the consent of individual donors. The particular problems

presented by research on indigenous populations do not

arise in Germany.

25. People incapable of giving their consent are just as entitled

as those possessing that capacity to information on the use

of their samples and data and the results of the relevant re-

search. The collection and use of such subjects’ samples and







data should be conditional on their having as far as possi-

ble given their consent, or at least not having shown any

sign of refusal. In the case of someone who lacks the capac-

ity to give consent, the decision must always be made, after

the required information has been imparted, by the legal or

duly authorized representative. Medical research involving

people who lack the capacity for consent is, however, cur-

rently a matter of intense debate in a number of fields (e.g.

pharmaceutical research). A detailed resolution of these 

issues is beyond the scope of an Opinion on biobanks.

Instead, it is necessary to develop universally applicable

principles combining proper protection of those incapable

of giving their consent with – as far as possible – a recogni-

tion of the need for research for the benefit of others.

26. Deceased persons’ samples and data can be obtained and

used by biobanks on the same conditions as those applica-

ble in the case of living individuals. If the deceased has not

given the necessary consent during his lifetime, his next of

kin can supply it, provided that this does not conflict with

the deceased’s wishes, expressed or presumed, during his

lifetime.

27. For thorough utilization of the scientific potential of

biobanks, access should be granted to as many research

workers as possible. This requirement should be allowed for

in the determination of the form of donor consent and

when public funds are allocated for the establishment of

biobanks. However, research workers who have contributed

preliminary work of their own to the establishment of a

biobank should be accorded priority of use for a certain 

period.

28. To a greater extent than was usually the case in the past,

biobanks should be structured and maintained in accor-

dance with uniform scientific standards. Adequate quality



assurance measures are the only way to guarantee that

biobanks will remain usable for a variety of research proj-

ects for an extended period.

29. The establishment of biobanks should be subject to the

principle of unpaid donation. The tendency to pay expenses

at a level approaching that of actual remuneration should

be counteracted. This would not only address any ethical

reservations about commercialization of the human body,

but also prevent any undermining of solidarity.

30. In consideration of the possibility of economic gain accru-

ing from the subsequent exploitation of research results,

forms of benefit sharing for the individual donors or donor

groups concerned or for society are being debated. However,

as a rule individual donors will not be able to benefit, if

only because the contribution of an individual donor to 

the result of the research and the return on it is almost 

impossible to determine. Benefit sharing at a level higher

than that of the individual, in the form of voluntary contri-

butions to welfare funds, is conceivable and desirable.

Compulsory funds, however, would compete with State

corporate taxation and with the balancing of private gain

and public benefit which it is intended to bring about. The

regulatory issues of principle associated with the estab-

lishment of such funds extend far beyond the matter of

biobanks.







A  DEFINITION; PROBLEMS

1. Definition of biobanks; subject of 
the Opinion

For the purposes of this Opinion, biobanks are defined as col-

lections of samples of human bodily substances that are or can

be associated with personal data and information on their

donors. Examples of bodily substances are cells, tissue and

blood, as well as DNA as the physical medium of genetic infor-

mation. Depending on the purpose of a given biobank, both

genetic information on persons and health- and lifestyle-relat-

ed information on these persons may be associated with the

samples. It is this association that makes the sample collections

important. The particularity of biobanks, which are the subject

of this Opinion, lies in their twofold character, as collections of

both samples and data.

A facility is not a biobank as defined above if it merely

records and stores personal data derived from bodily samples –

e.g. laboratory values from blood tests or the results of genetic

analyses. Data collections of this kind arise whenever research

is carried out on human beings; they accrue from medical di-

agnosis and are also established by the health insurance funds.

They are purely databases, which must be assessed by the rules

of data protection – where applicable subject to special re-

quirements concerning the use of genetic data.

The following analysis deals solely with biobanks estab-

lished and/or used for the purposes of medical research. They

include collections of human embryonic stem cells and of

samples of fetal tissue. The particularities of these collections

are not discussed in this Opinion. Any specific rules governing

their extraction and use are unaffected.

Some biobanks are used for diagnostic or therapeutic pur-

poses. These are discussed here only if, in a departure from

their original function, they are to be used wholly or partially

for medical research. For this reason, blood banks, including





umbilical cord blood banks, and semen banks, as well as organ

collections assembled solely for clinical use, are beyond the

scope of this Opinion. The same applies to collections estab-

lished for forensic purposes – i.e. for combating crime – or for

non-medical applications of genetic diagnosis, for instance by

companies providing commercial paternity testing services. A

final group of exclusions concerns biobanks used solely for

projects in the field of population genetics or evolutionary bi-

ology, which are directed not to medical investigations but to

exploring the distribution of genetic diversity in populations

and illuminating the phylogeny of the human race.

The reason for limiting the subject-matter of this Opinion

is the particular constellation of individual and public interests

presented by biobanks intended for medical research. There is

an indisputably legitimate public interest in the establishment

of biobanks and in making them available for research. How-

ever, in order for this interest to be translated into reality, sam-

ple donors must, to a greater extent than in other fields, allow

access to personal data (including genetic findings) that touch

upon central aspects of their private lives. The considerations

necessarily entailed by this situation justify the special treat-

ment and regulation of biobanks for medical research.

Medical research hopes for significant breakthroughs from

biobanks because they can play an important part in identify-

ing the causes of diseases not only in individual patients but 

also at epidemiological level, as well as in the development of

diagnostic, preventive and therapeutic methods and applica-

tions. Biobanks can potentially make a valuable contribution

to combating common severe illnesses, such as cardiovascular

diseases (for instance hypertension or coronary heart disease),

metabolic disorders and hormonal pathologies (e.g. diabetes

and osteoporosis) and cancer, as well as diseases of the nervous

system (such as multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease, muscular

dystrophies and schizophrenia), infectious diseases and dis-

eases of the immune system (for example rheumatism, neuro-

dermatitis, tuberculosis or allergies). Insights into correlations

 





between genes, lifestyle, environmental factors and susceptibility

to illness may be of great therapeutic and prophylactic signifi-

cance. Biobanks may also constitute an important foundation

for the development of drugs tailored to the particularities of

individual patients or specific diseases (pharmacogenetics and

pharmacogenomics).

Biobanks that contribute to medical research may differ

greatly in size and structure (see Section B.1 below). Particu-

larly valuable results are expected from biobanks of the kind

currently planned in certain countries, in which samples and

data from large sections of the population are to be collected

and made available for use. However, some sceptics consider

that the proposals hitherto advanced for research using

biobanks of this type are somewhat vague and that it is risky to

tie up scarce financial resources for medical research in such

large-scale projects.

Biobanks for medical research serve not only the interests

of science but often also the individual interests of the donors

who provide the samples and data. Patients who provide clini-

cally relevant bodily substances, such as tumour tissue, are as a

rule very willing to make these substances available for research,

because they hope that they themselves or other sufferers will

benefit from its possible results. For similar reasons, it may be

advantageous to store residual blood from neonatal screening

in the interests of the babies concerned.

2. Problems, fears and the need 
for regulation

Human bodily substances of all kinds have been collected,

stored and used for various purposes since the beginnings of

scientific medicine, and a need for specific regulation in this

field has never been felt. There are countless collections of

different sizes, purposes and types, established in research in-

stitutions – e.g. university departments or the pharmaceutical



industry – for diagnosis, therapy, research or the clinical test-

ing of medicines. Ever greater cooperation is also observed 

between academic institutions and private enterprise; these

links are in the public interest and are increasingly demanded

by government.

However, in consequence of modern methods of molecular

genetic analysis and electronic data processing, the informa-

tion content of biobanks and the possibilities of dissemination

of that information are currently increasing apace. This trend

casts a fresh light on the question of the need for regulation.

Whereas biobanks could lead to significant breakthroughs

in medical and pharmaceutical research, they also arouse anx-

iety and distrust. The main concern is donor protection. What

is feared is the uncontrolled use of samples and data. Another

worry is that potential donors might be pressurized into as-

suming unreasonable risks or imprudently divulging personal

information. Although these problems exist irrespective of

whether genetic or other analyses are conducted on the sam-

ples, they are particularly relevant in the case of genetic analy-

ses, because these generate sensitive information that may

touch upon the personality of donors in particular ways. Apart

from matters of data protection law, one of the most important

issues is whether donors and their genetic relatives are effec-

tively protected from genetic discrimination and stigmatiza-

tion. The question of protection from discrimination may also

arise for entire population groups, if their samples are collect-

ed and associated with personal data in biobanks.

Few specific instruments and provisions exist concerning

the handling of human bodily substances and personal data. It

is clear from the international debate in the last ten years that

biobanks present a variety of ethical, legal and social chal-

lenges. To tackle these, there is an evident need for a framework

of new and consistent rules, particularly as cooperative projects

involving researchers from different countries are increasingly

likely. The main reasons for this need are outlined below.

 





1. Many biobanks – in particular, the planned large-scale pop-

ulation-related projects (see Section B.2.2) – are designed

in such a way, in terms of their objectives, that bodily sub-

stances and data, as well as information from and about

persons, are stored for long periods of time. This raises the

question of the degree of specificity required for donor

consent to the handling and use of their samples, data and

information prior to collection and/or recording, in order

to meet the criteria of ethical and legal acceptability. This

question arises in particular if the research for which the

samples and data are to be used cannot be concretely iden-

tified at the time when consent is to be obtained because

the details are not yet known.

2. Numerous collections of bodily substances established for the

purposes of medical diagnosis or therapy in the past, often

very long ago, have now assumed great value for research

owing to the development of new techniques of molecular

genetic analysis. In order for this value to be realized, the

specified application of such collections must be changed.

However, in most cases the donors will not have consented

to the use of their samples for research – in particular, for

specific genetic investigations. Nor, in many instances, can

consent be obtained later, because, for example, the donors

may have since died. This raises the question of whether the

use of such biobanks for research can be justifiable.

3. For optimum use of biobanks, it may be appropriate to link

data and information from a variety of sources. With mod-

ern electronic techniques and the Internet, biobank data

can be exchanged and pooled across networks. This may

yield information of a quantity and quality beyond those

envisaged when the donors gave their consent. Considera-

tion must be given to the rules for limiting the arbitrary

transfer and linkage of samples and data collected for

biobanks.





4. Genetic data not only yield information on the donors of

the relevant bodily substances, but also have implications

for their genetic relatives. Again, genetic analyses may gen-

erate information on groups – e.g. ethnic groups or groups

of sufferers from a given disease. A significant issue is there-

fore what needs to be done to protect third parties whose

interests may be affected by the research to be facilitated by

biobanks.

5. In the case of biobanks in which, owing to the complexity

of the tasks in hand, responsibility for the collection, stor-

age, handling and use of samples and data is necessarily 

divided for organizational reasons, the question arises of

how to provide for a consistent “chain of responsibility” to

ensure observance of the rules – in particular, those of donor

protection – at all levels of the organization.

6. Another point to be clarified is whether, and subject to what

conditions, third parties, from the fields of both academic

and industrial research, should be given access to biobanks,

and under what conditions samples and data may be trans-

ferred and, where applicable, exported.

7. A final point to be determined is the procedure to be adopt-

ed if a biobank is closed down. There must be rules govern-

ing what is to be done with the stored tissue samples and

data.

Biobanks may be operated by public-sector institutions or by

individuals or private organizations. The latter may be either

non-profit-making or commercial (foundations and business

enterprises respectively). The different legal forms and objec-

tives may call for different regulatory frameworks.

With regard to the rules governing biobanks, a balance will

have to be struck between all the diverse interests involved. In

the interests of research and of donors wishing to contribute to







it, the need is for a regulatory framework allowing optimum

utilization of the collected samples and data in medical re-

search. At the same time, limits must be set to protect donors

and other potentially affected parties from the risks that may

be associated with the establishment and spread of biobanks.

The guiding ethical principles applied by the National Ethics

Council in drawing up these rules are set out in Section C.1 of

the Opinion. First, however, some examples of present-day

biobank practice and emerging trends are outlined in the next

section.





B  SCIENTIFIC RELEVANCE OF BIOBANKS

1. Biobanks as an infrastructure 
for research 

According to experience in medical epidemiology, biobanks in

which human bodily substances are collected and linked to in-

formation on donors’ states of health or lifestyle, as well as on

their working and environmental conditions, may be expected

to contribute to identifying the causes and mechanisms of dis-

eases. By investigating the frequency and distribution of dis-

eases among the population, epidemiologists have in many

cases established correlations between environmental factors

and the incidence of disease. For example, epidemiological

methods have established links between a number of cancers

and chemical substances to which sufferers were exposed at

work (e.g. pulmonary tumours and uranium; bladder tumours

and aniline dyes; or liver tumours and vinyl chloride). The high

prevalence of limb malformations in newborns in the late

1950s was ultimately found to be due to the mothers’ ingestion

of thalidomide during pregnancy.

With today’s ever greater understanding of the human

genome, the methods of epidemiological research can increas-

ingly identify not only “external” but also “internal” pathogenic

factors. This applies in particular to the correlation between

diseases and genetic predisposition (genetic epidemiology).

Like its classical counterpart, genetic epidemiology studies

not individuals but population groups. Large series of samples

from donors (several hundred to several thousand) with a giv-

en multifactorial hereditary condition – such as hypertension,

asthma or epilepsy – are compared with corresponding series

from healthy donors. The distributions of a large number of

genetic markers (genotypes) in chromosomal regions where

prior studies suggest the presence of genes relevant to the dis-

ease in question are compared in samples from patients and

from healthy subjects. By means of a specifically directed but







highly complex strategy, comparison of markers permits an

ever closer, step-by-step approach to a disease-relevant gene

whereby it can ultimately be identified. The investigation of

large groups is necessary because genetic factors involved in the

causation of multifactorial diseases can only ever supply partial

explanations. There is only a certain probability that genetic

factors will result in a given multifactorial disease, so that 

statistical conclusions are all that is possible. Even so, the iden-

tification of genetic factors of this kind in pathogenesis may

eventually prove significant not only for prevention but also

for therapy of a disease. This information may also provide a

basis for the identification of molecular drug targets.

In many studies directed towards the identification of ge-

netic factors in the genesis and course of diseases, it is necessary,

or at least desirable, for the persons who have provided samples

and data to remain identifiable. It must be possible to approach

them again to obtain further information on diseases that de-

velop only during the course of life (cohort studies). Names

may be coded (pseudonymized) to protect confidentiality, but

donors must be re-identifiable for the purposes of follow-up

studies. In the case of cross-sectional studies conducted in the

form of a single interview and/or survey of subjects, personal-

ization could in principle be wholly dispensed with by

anonymization of samples and data. Even then, however, it

may be desirable for donors to be identifiable, for instance to

re-evaluate the study results in the light of new discoveries.

Biobanks established for research may differ greatly in

structure and scale. A number of projects are directed towards

the collection of bodily substances and data from large random

samples of the general population (up to a few hundred thou-

sand). Public attention, as well as criticism, has been levelled at

some countries’ plans to establish national biobanks for “stock-

ing” samples and data from a substantial proportion of the

population, with a view to optimizing exploitation of the sci-

entific potential of genetic epidemiology. These projects are a

paradigmatic expression of the fact that biobanks constitute an



important infrastructure for research. Either DNA or cell cul-

tures from the donor samples are kept in these biobanks.

Donor data may be stored in either coded (pseudonymized) or

anonymized form.

However, large, population-wide collections of samples and

data are by no means the norm for biobanks. The establish-

ment and maintenance of such collections are extremely

labour-intensive and expensive. For this reason, they can only

ever exist in small numbers. The majority of biobanks estab-

lished for medical research constitute fairly small collections 

of a few hundred to a few thousand samples from, for exam-

ple, donors suffering from a specific disease. These facilities are

established for projects at research institutions (such as uni-

versities), quite often in the context of a doctoral thesis or a 

dissertation submitted for qualification as a full professor,

involving individual researchers or small working groups. In

most cases, DNA is taken from the donor samples and stored

in the form of a chemical substance or cell culture. Depend-

ing on the study design, the samples and donor-pathology

information may be personalized, coded (pseudonymized) or

anonymized for storage purposes. Small-scale biobanks are 

established mainly for case control studies, in which patients

suffering from a given disease are compared with healthy con-

trols in regard to certain risk factors, such as a specific genotype.

These studies represent an indispensable scientific prerequisite

for, or supplement to, the epidemiological studies permitted by

large-scale biobanks. Biobanks of this kind exist both in Ger-

many and throughout the world in such large numbers that it

is impossible to give precise information on their nature, scale

and geographical distribution.

In the pharmaceutical industry, biobanks are established

for research purposes mostly in connection with clinical drug

trials. The aim may be, for example, to identify molecular drug

targets in cells, or to discover genetic factors responsible for the

various effects and side-effects of drugs observed in patients

(pharmacogenetics). These facilities store DNA or cell cultures

 





from a few tens of donors to a few hundred. As a rule, the data

are coded and not anonymized.

Biobanks used in research need not originally have been 

established for that purpose. Systematic collections of human

bodily materials have existed since the beginnings of scientific

medicine. Many come into being in the course of medical 

diagnosis. One of the largest such collections is surely that of

the blood samples taken from all neonates in the course of

screening for treatable congenital metabolic disorders.

However, the value of that collection as a potential biobank

for medical research is limited by the quality and quantity of

the individual samples (dried blood spots). More important

collections are those established at university pathology de-

partments, comprising tissue samples collected in post-mortem

examinations or submitted for cellular diagnostic examina-

tion. The samples are usually fixed in paraffin blocks and

stored as dead material for future scientific purposes. In labo-

ratory diagnosis too, unused blood samples are occasionally re-

tained (frozen) for scientific purposes. University departments

of human genetics or similar institutions to which blood sam-

ples are sent for genetic diagnosis store the residual DNA sam-

ples either for subsequent diagnosis in other family members

or for scientific purposes. In this way, very large biobanks us-

able for research may be amassed at research institutions over

the course of several decades. The quality of the relevant donor

health status information varies. Since the samples are submit-

ted primarily for diagnostic purposes, the stored materials are

as a rule not anonymized.

While these collections are not a focus of public attention,

they are very important for medical research. Much of our

present-day medical knowledge was acquired with the aid of

such collections.

Although not all biobanks were originally established for

genetic analyses, they can as a rule nevertheless be used for this

purpose. The specific analytical possibilities depend on the 

nature of the stored material, as well as on other factors.



1.1. Biobanks containing fixed tissue samples

Some biobanks store dead matter from which genetic material

can be isolated for use in genetic analyses. However, the ana-

lytical possibilities are often limited, because the samples are

usually derived from pathologically altered tissue and include

normal tissue only at the margins. Depending on the fixing

process, the potential for isolating genetic material may also be

restricted.

1.2. DNA banks

Other biobanks contain genetic material (DNA), usually iso-

lated from white blood corpuscles, or, more rarely, from other

donor tissue. DNA samples can be stored as chemical sub-

stance in deep-frozen form, and are then available for a large

number of analyses (although the number is limited by con-

sumption of the material) whereby genetic variants (muta-

tions) can be sought. However, these samples remain usable for

no more than a few decades.

1.3. Cell culture banks

Biobanks for which donor samples (usually blood cells) are

transformed into permanent cell cultures theoretically consti-

tute an inexhaustible source of DNA of almost unlimited dura-

bility for the determination of genetic variants. They can also

be used for studies of gene function, gene expression and cell

function. The production of cell cultures of this kind is a highly

complex and expensive process.

 





1.4. Biobanks containing pathologically altered 
vital tissue

Biobanks also store frozen tissue or cell cultures from donor

samples specific to certain pathological conditions – e.g. blood

vessels in cardiovascular diseases, brain tissue in nervous dis-

eases, or tumour tissue in cancers. These samples can be used

for genetic analyses to identify hereditary factors associated

with the disease, at the level either of DNA (somatic muta-

tions) or of gene expression.

2. Examples of biobanks

This section begins by presenting some examples of classical

epidemiological studies for which samples and data from a large

number of donors were collected. As a rule, the collections

were established for concrete research projects on specifically

defined diseases. They were not originally intended for genetic

analyses, but can in principle be used for them. An outline is

then given of some more recent projects that have been the

subject of public debate, for biobanks established with a view

to exhaustive exploitation of the scientific potential of genetic

analysis by the use of samples and data from large populations.

2.1. Biobanks in past and present epidemiological
research

2.1.1. Framingham Heart Study

One of the first and most important studies in the field of med-

ical epidemiology was the long-term investigation of the factors

contributing to cardiovascular diseases in almost the entire

population of the small town of Framingham, Massachusetts,

USA. Starting in the late 1940s, subjects were examined continu-

ously for a period of some 40 years. The parameters monitored



included, for example, the changing lifestyles of men and

women who were healthy at the beginning of the study, which

were correlated with stature and weight and the occurrence of

diseases. This study yielded the “Body Mass Index” (BMI), a

coefficient that has since been universally adopted in the fields

of health research and clinical practice. The study also includ-

ed the measurement of blood sugar levels, hypertension and

cholesterol values, to test for correlations with the incidence 

of strokes, angina pectoris, heart attacks and cardiac infarc-

tions. At a later stage, DNA analyses were added to the study

protocols.

2.1.2. MONICA (“Monitoring of Cardiovascular Diseases”) 
and KORA (“Cooperative Health Research in the Augsburg
Region”)

The MONICA project comprised three consecutive represen-

tative cross-sectional studies initiated by the WHO and con-

ducted since 1984 in 25 countries in Europe, Australia and

North America with standardized protocols. The institution

responsible for the German part of this international project

was the GSF Research Centre for Environment and Health. The

project was directed mainly towards identifying trends in and

determinants of cardiovascular disease morbidity and mortal-

ity. This was the first multinational-scale attempt to correlate

the incidence of these diseases with known risk factors (per-

sonal lifestyle, quality of the healthcare system and economic

conditions). The number of samples included in the project

was 20000.

A MONICA follow-up project is the KORA study, also con-

ducted under the auspices of the GSF Research Centre for 

Environment and Health, which began in Augsburg and the

surrounding region in 1985. It investigates risk factors for car-

diovascular diseases, diabetes mellitus and allergies. Medical

information on the subjects is recorded, and blood samples

and in some cases tissue samples and cells are stored.

 





2.1.3. PROCAM (“Prospective Cardiovascular Münster”)

PROCAM is thought to be the largest recent population-based

national cohort study of the causes of cardiac infarction in 

Europe. The responsible institution is the Arteriosclerosis Re-

search Department of the University of Münster. More than

30000 employees of major industrial and commercial enter-

prises and public authorities in Westphalia and the northern

Ruhr area were examined between 1978 and 1985. These sub-

jects have undergone regular follow-up monitoring ever since.

The study has yielded many new discoveries concerning the

genesis of cardiac infarction and its prevention. Particular 

attention was attracted by the findings on the role of cardio-

protective HDL cholesterol and of triglycerides in the develop-

ment of cardiac infarction. The results of this study have led 

to the establishment of computer-based personal risk profiles

whereby doctors can calculate the risk of infarction in their pa-

tients on the basis of blood cholesterol values, blood pressure,

smoking habits and other risk factors.

2.2. New projects for population-related biobanks

Recent projects for biobanks intended to cover large sections of

the population are all directed towards creating an optimum

infrastructure for an indefinite number of future research proj-

ects to identify correlations between genetic characteristics and

diseases. As a rule, the focus here is not on the rare monogenic

hereditary conditions but on the common severe diseases, in

which the influence of genetic factors is confined to probabilities.

2.2.1. Iceland: Health Sector Database

Of all the biobanks projects featuring in the current debate, the

one that has attracted most public attention is the Icelandic

Health Sector Database (IHSD). Health data for the entire pop-



ulation of Iceland are to be assembled in a database and made

available to research workers for linkage with genetic and ge-

nealogical data. The database is to include information from all

medical records kept at the country’s medical practices and

hospitals. Such medical records have been kept in Iceland since

1915. They contain the individual medical histories of all pa-

tients treated. Another reason why the IHSD is considered to

be particularly valuable for scientific purposes – in particular,

investigating possible correlations between common diseases

and genetically based dispositions – is that the relationships

and lines of descent of all Icelanders (in a population number-

ing some 270000) are well documented in publicly accessible

genealogies.

The initiative for the project came from the biotech com-

pany deCode Genetics (CEO: Kari Steffanson), which offered

private funding for the establishment of the database, whose

cost (estimated at between 100 and 200 million US dollars) far

exceeded the capacity of the Icelandic State budget. In return,

deCode was to be granted exclusive rights of use for a specified

period. The Icelandic Parliament laid the legal foundations of

the project by the 1998 Act on a Health Sector Database. The

Act provides that all medical records shall be entered into the

database – unless patients object – and that an exclusive licence

for commercial utilization of the database may be granted for

a 12-year period. The licence agreement concluded in 2000 with

(a subsidiary of) deCode provides for payment to the Icelandic

State of up to $1.9 million in licence fees and benefit sharing.

The Icelandic project is currently at a standstill. Criticisms

concerning issues that must be addressed in all biobank proj-

ects have been voiced in the relevant debate:

(1) Systematic limits of data protection. In the proposed proj-

ect, patient data are to be entered in the database in en-

crypted form (using code numbers), and an independent

State data protection commission is to supervise the obser-

vance of confidentiality. Objectors nevertheless consider

 





there to be a risk that the linkage of a number of different

(coded) donor data items might result in donors becoming

identifiable. The question is therefore whether technical 

data protection measures can control the risk to donors.

(2) Departures from the requirement of informed consent.

Under the Icelandic Act, data will be entered in the database

unless the patients concerned object. This approach has

been criticized as a violation of autonomy. Involving as it

does a presumption of consent, it represents a departure

from the strict requirement of explicit informed consent. At

issue is whether and, if so, subject to what conditions such

departures may be acceptable.

(3) Access to biobanks. The granting of an exclusive licence for

the use of the IHSD to a private commercial undertaking

has been criticized as a sell-out of public resources and the

establishment of a monopoly. The question here is whether

biobank projects ought to be funded by private enterprise

and how access to them should be managed equitably.

2.2.2. Estonia: Estonian Genome Project

Estonia is planning to establish a database that will bring 

together phenotype and genotype data from a high proportion

of the Estonian population. Samples and data from up to 

1 million people (out of Estonia’s total population of 1.4 mil-

lion) are to be obtained over a five-year period. The database is

to be used in research to identify correlations between genetic

factors and common diseases.

For the phenotype aspect of the project, data on the subjects’

health status, tolerance of medicinal drugs, lifestyle, relevant

environmental conditions and genealogy are to be recorded.

The genotype element involves taking a blood sample, from

which DNA (1–2 mg per individual) and plasma will be isolat-

ed and stored separately. Between 60000 and 100000 SNPs



(single nucleotide polymorphisms – i.e. variants of the DNA

sequence) per person are to be analysed. Unused DNA will be

kept for further analyses.

Data recording and storage will be subject to the donors’

explicit consent. For entry in the database at the responsible 

institution (the Estonian Genome Project Foundation), the

personal element of the data will be encoded; a second encod-

ing level will then be applied before third parties (researchers,

commercial undertakings, etc.) are granted access to the data.

Donor re-identification by the database owner will be permis-

sible in certain cases – for instance, on request by donors them-

selves or where further samples or data from a donor are desired.

The project was enshrined in law in December 2000 by the

Human Genes Research Act. The Act includes ancillary prohi-

bitions affording protection from genetic discrimination in 

insurance and employment contracts. All samples and data are

the property of the Estonian State and may not be alienated by

it; however, donors have the right to demand their destruction.

The private company EGeen (whose head office is in Califor-

nia, USA), which was formed specifically for the purpose, is to

be given a 25-year exclusive licence for commercial utilization

of the database. The model, however, differs from that of the

Icelandic project because Estonia at present holds 100% of the

shares in EGeen (through the Foundation) – although private

co-investors are now being sought.

The project has not given rise to any appreciable public 

debate. It remains to be seen whether the Government’s plan to

have the major part of the cost of the database (some $100–150

million) met by private investors will be translated into reality.

The project has so far not proceeded beyond the pilot phase, in

which 10000 donors are to be recruited.

2.2.3. BioBank UK

In the BioBank UK Project, a comprehensive study of the

health effects of environmental factors, lifestyle and heredity is

 





to be conducted. Besides the identification of risk factors for

specific disorders, the scientists hope to obtain a better under-

standing of the heterogeneity observed within individual

groups of diseases and to identify biomarkers in human blood.

The plan is to record data from a total of 500000 random-

ly chosen subjects in the 45-69 age group, who are to be fol-

lowed up over an extended period. To ensure that the results

are as meaningful as possible, the subjects will undergo regular

examinations at intervals of not more than ten years. In addi-

tion to genetic and biochemical data obtained from the blood

samples, information is to be gathered on the course of indi-

vidual lives. Anamnestic data will be evaluated from National

Health Service medical records.

The plans for the BioBank UK project date back to June

1999. Funding for the first seven years of the project amount-

ing to £61 million has now been approved by the Wellcome

Trust, the UK Medical Research Council (MRC) and the De-

partment of Health. The exact experimental protocols have not

yet been finalized. The first blood samples are to be taken in 

pilot projects during 2004. If the pilot projects are successful,

the setting up of the full-scale biobank will commence in 2005.

The Management of BioBank UK, which is hosted by the

University of Manchester, is advised by a Science Committee,

whose members also include scientists from the six centres

with which BioBank UK will cooperate at regional level. There

is to be an independent Ethics and Governance Council, which

will receive regular information from Management and in turn

issue recommendations to Management. A draft regulatory

framework for BioBank UK has been prepared by an Interim

Advisory Group and opened to public discussion. Among oth-

er provisions of the draft, subjects will be able to withdraw

from the project at any time, and the transfer of samples to

third parties will not be allowed. Conversely, stored informa-

tion will be made accessible for such purposes as the develop-

ment of new diagnostic tools. However, there will be no access

to information on individual subjects.



One of the findings of a large-scale public consultation car-

ried out in 2002 on the collection and storage of human tissue

for research purposes was that acceptance of BioBank UK

among the British population substantially depends on the

consent of the subjects and on public-sector operation of the

facility.

2.2.4. POPGEN – Schleswig-Holstein

The institution in charge of POPGEN is Kiel University Hos-

pital. The study, which began in 2002, is being funded by the

Federal Ministry of Education and Research for an initial

three-year period in the context of the National Genome Re-

search Network. Schleswig-Holstein was chosen as the sample

and data collection region owing to its relatively stable popula-

tion and clear-cut geographical boundaries. Specialist medical

practices are approached to maximize the coverage of patients

suffering from specific disorders of relatively high prevalence

among the population – e.g. coronary heart disease, chronic

inflammatory intestinal disorders, asthma and periodontitis.

The project is to be extended to further diseases in a subse-

quent phase.

POPGEN is concerned with conditions for which initial

disease genes have either already been or are expected to be 

discovered in the near future. The aim of the project is to link

disease-relevant genotypes to patients held to be fairly repre-

sentative of the population. A total of some 50000 subjects 

are to be included. The form of data recording allows not only

typical but also atypical or unusual pathological processes to

be taken into account. The project substantially takes the form

of a prevalence-based random-sample study (prevalence in

epidemiology is defined as the total number of individuals ex-

hibiting the relevant characteristic in a population). Subgroups

of subjects are interviewed at six-month intervals on the course

of their disease.

 





A 30 ml blood sample is taken from each subject and DNA

is isolated from it. The resulting genotype information is

linked to information on the clinical picture, account being

taken of living conditions. The informed consent obtained

from subjects relates only to the research topics covered by the

project. If the purpose of the research project were to change,

the subjects would have to be contacted again for further con-

sent. The data collected are pseudonymized. Observance of

security requirements is monitored both by the Ethics Com-

mittee of Kiel University Hospital and by the data protection

officer for the Land of Schleswig-Holstein.

External scientists may be granted access to the collected

samples and data if the Ethics Committee agrees. Cooperative

projects are also possible subject to this condition. The first 

research results are expected in 2004/2005.

A glance at the practice of medical research with biobanks

shows that the smaller sample and data collections and those

tailored to specific research topics are currently of very great

scientific value. Another important aspect is the secondary use

for research purposes of patient samples collected in clinical

therapy and diagnosis. The large-scale national biobank proj-

ects, on the other hand, are still at the planning stage, and it is

not yet known whether they will be implemented and yield the

hoped-for results. For that reason alone, it would be inappro-

priate to base the setting of rules for biobanks on these large-

scale projects. Instead, these rules must provide a practicable

and at the same time legitimate framework for the normal 

situation as represented by the biobanks already in existence

today. Such a framework must be based on the recognized

principles of medical and general ethics.



C  PRINCIPLES AND FOUNDATIONS 
OF ETHICAL AND LEGAL APPRAISAL 

1. Ethical principles and foundations 
of appraisal 

The ethical appraisal of biobanks is based on the moral values

and principles upheld by our culture. It is underlain by the

premises enshrined in man’s moral consciousness, as well as by

the basic values of the German Constitution. Their starting

point is respect for the dignity of man.

Respect for the dignity of man constitutes the core of our

ethical and legal obligations. It is based on the inalienable in-

trinsic value of man, presupposes his freedom and includes the

equality of all human beings as a matter of principle. The obli-

gation to treat man as an “end in himself” (Immanuel Kant)

necessarily follows. This means that man must never constitute

a mere means to an end. Human beings must be respected in

their uniqueness. Their physical and psychological integrity

must be protected. Individuals must never be reduced to their

genetic characteristics, and they must not be discriminated

against on the grounds of their genetic endowment.

Hence a central component of human dignity is self-

determination of the individual. This must also be the focus of

attention in the consideration of biobanks. Self-determination

implies that an individual can decide for himself whether or

not to agree to actions affecting his body or to measures con-

cerning his own personal sphere. The personal sphere is also

involved in the handling of bodily substances intended for

biobanks. Self-determination includes the right to decide on

the use to which one’s own personal data are put (“informa-

tional self-determination”). Any restriction of the right of self-

determination calls for special justification.

As to consent to medical research on human beings, medical

ethics has formulated a series of conditions intended to protect

the right of self-determination. These provide that consent

 





must always be not only voluntary, but also given explicitly and

on the basis of full information. The consenting person must

first have been fully informed of the nature and possible risks

of the action on his body and of the content and objectives of

the research (see Section D.3). However, whereas these princi-

ples are applicable to the generality of research on human beings,

it is necessary to determine how far they are appropriate and

necessary in the specific case of biobanks.

Again, while donor self-determination is a necessary con-

dition of the legitimacy of the establishment and use of

biobanks, it is not a sufficient condition. No one can invoke his

autonomy to justify actions whereby the rights of others or

public objects of legal protection are infringed. For this reason,

irrespective of donor consent, the question arises whether

biobanks present unacceptable risks to third parties and to 

society in general, for instance in terms of stigmatization or

discrimination (see Section D.7).

Doctors are bound by professional ethics to promote the

welfare of their patients. If this requirement is not confined to

the specific doctor-patient relationship, but extended to poten-

tial patients, it implies that the promotion of medical research

intended to help future patients is, if not a professional obliga-

tion, something that can be legitimately expected of the med-

ical profession. A doctor who asks donors to provide samples

and data for biobanks serving the purposes of medical research

is not merely pursuing his professional interests; he also wishes

to make a positive moral contribution. This is another aspect

of appraisal of the legitimacy of such donations.

Biobanks in general must be considered not only from the

point of view of avoiding possible dangers and risks, but also in

terms of their individual and social utility. The realization of

this utility may also be demanded by considerations of solidar-

ity. Many donors regard their willingness to supply samples

and data as an expression of their moral duty to help others.

The positive moral obligation to help others in need comple-

ments the negative moral obligation not to harm others.



Biobanks must also be considered from the point of view of

justice. The main relevant aspects are those of distributive jus-

tice and compensatory justice. For instance, can it be accept-

able for the possible risks to be borne solely, or particularly, by

specific groups (e.g. age, population or patient groups) who are

unlikely to be able to share in the possible benefits in the fore-

seeable future? Issues of justice also arise in connection with

the decision as to which individuals and institutions may use

biobanks – that is, are granted access to the bodily substances

and data stored in them. A final question in this context is

whether the persons or groups who contribute to a biobank

with their donations should share in the benefits accruing from

research using biobanks (“benefit sharing” – see Section D.12).

2. Legal framework

The principles set forth above are reflected in our legal order.

At constitutional level, the protection of human dignity is en-

shrined in Article 1(1) of the German Constitution (the Basic

Law). Donors’ rights of self-determination with regard to their

bodies, their bodily substances (even when separated from

their bodies) and their personal data are protected in the form

of the right to life and physical inviolability (sentence 1 of Ar-

ticle 2(2) of the Basic Law) and of general rights of personality

(Article 2(1) in conjunction with Article 1(1) of the Basic Law).

However, countervailing principles are those of the freedom of

science, research and teaching (sentence 1 of Article 5(3) of the

Basic Law) and free choice of profession for research workers

(sentence 1 of Article 12(1) of the Basic Law). Again, the basic

rights of donors should not be seen merely as countervailing

rights against research, for they also include a donor’s right to

participate in research of his own free will.

A donor’s right of self-determination in respect of his body

is protected, on the level of common legislation (i.e. the level

below that of the Constitution), by way of the general provi-

 





sions on the infliction of bodily injury contained in the crimi-

nal and civil law (Sections 223ff. of the Penal Code and Section

823(1) of the Civil Code). These provide that any action affect-

ing the integrity of an individual’s body requires that individ-

ual’s consent. This requirement is not qualified by the freedom

of research and by researchers’ free choice of profession. The

consent is effective only if the person concerned has been ap-

propriately informed of the purposes, nature, significance and

implications of collection (i.e. there must be informed con-

sent). Any deception as to the purpose of collection may result

in the consent being ineffective.

With regard to the use of bodily substances already separat-

ed from the body, as well as to the use of data and information,

however, current German law is not based in the same way on

the primacy of self-determination. Whereas use of an individ-

ual’s bodily substances and/or personal data notwithstanding

his express wish to the contrary may be regarded as unlawful,

it is not the case that any use of bodily substances or personal

data is subject to the legitimizing consent of the individual

concerned, as the following considerations show.

On the use of bodily substances already separated from the

body, the prevailing view is that it is mainly the general right of

personality that constitutes the foundation of donor protec-

tion; this is so even if property rights are presumed to exist in

human bodily substances (separated from the living body) and

if the bodily substance concerned has become the property of

the researcher through assignment or processing. After all,

despite the researcher’s acquisition of ownership, relations in

the nature of rights of personality persist between the bodily

substance and its former carrier, and these relations can be 

apprehended by way of the general right of personality. The

general right of personality is protected by the law of tort in the

form of the “other right” provided for in Section 823(1) of the

Civil Code (but not by the criminal law). However, most legal

authorities consider that a comprehensive appraisal of the

competing goods and interests must be conducted in order to





determine whether a specific measure actually violates the gen-

eral right of personality in a manner contrary to law.

Whether or not a given use of bodily substances results in

an unlawful violation of personality rights presumably de-

pends, first, on the significance and implications of the meas-

ure for the person concerned and, second, on, for instance, the

nature, scale and objectives of that use. An important consid-

eration in this determination is the freedom of research, which

enjoys particular protection under the German Constitution.

For the purposes of the appraisal of goods and interests,

another essential aspect is anonymization of the bodily mate-

rial – because as a rule the personality rights of the former 

carrier of the bodily substance are unaffected if the substance

is used without any individualizing linkage to his person.

The data protection legislation allows a comparable situa-

tion-specific consideration of whether the use of personal data

is permissible even without the specific consent of those con-

cerned. On the one hand, the data protection legislation is not

applicable to anonymized data. On the other, its requirements

are relaxed in favour of research in a number of respects. For

instance, both public and non-public bodies (Section 13(2)

No. 8 and Section 28(6) No. 4 respectively of the Federal Data

Protection Law) may record data subject to particular protec-

tion, such as information on health, sexual life or ethnic origin,

even without the relevant parties’ consent if the scientific in-

terest in the conduct of a specific research project substantially

outweighs the interest of those parties in the non-recording of

the data and if the purpose of the research can either not be

achieved in any other way, or otherwise be achieved only at dis-

proportionate expense. In addition, public bodies are entitled

(Section 14(2) No. 9 of the Federal Data Protection Law) to use

data for a purpose other than that originally specified if the da-

ta are to be used for a research project of the bodies’ own or if

they are to be transferred to non-public bodies and the interest

in the project substantially outweighs the interest of the parties

concerned in there not being a change of purpose and the pur-







pose of the research can either not be accomplished in any oth-

er way or otherwise be accomplished only at disproportionate

expense. Finally, subject to exactly the same conditions, non-

public bodies are allowed (Section 28(3) No. 4 of the Federal

Data Protection Law) to use the personal data processed by

them for a purpose different from the original one or to trans-

fer them to third parties.

In addition to the Federal Data Protection Law, the individ-

ual Federal Länder have general data protection laws applicable

in their own territory, as well as specific data protection laws

and orders applicable to hospitals and the health sector, which

also privilege research to a greater or lesser extent. They vary

substantially in their requirements. A distinction between in-

house research and research outside the relevant medical insti-

tution is often made. Many of these instruments provide that

the permissibility of the use of personal data shall depend on

an appraisal of competing goods and interests (the public in-

terest in the conduct of the research project must outweigh, or

substantially outweigh, the subject’s protection-related inter-

ests); in some cases a provision is included to the effect that

there must be no countervailing protection-related interests on

the part of the subject or that such interests must not be 

infringed. The (or a) decisive criterion is often that there shall 

be no alternative to the use of personalized data. Occasionally

the furnishing of information to the subject and the absence of

opposition following the imparting of the information are

deemed sufficient. Finally, some of these instruments require

approval of the use of the data by a specified authority. The

overall conclusion must be that, while the relevant data protec-

tion legislation presents an extremely complex and diverse pic-

ture, it cannot be asserted that, under the relevant provisions,

personal data (including health-related data) may be used for

scientific purposes only with the (written) consent of the sub-

jects concerned.



D  IMPLICATIONS FOR THE REGULATION
OF BIOBANKS

1. Donor consent as the foundation 
of biobanks

Where bodily substances are to be collected from the body of a

living human being for use as samples in biobanks for research,

there can be no question of limitations on the requirement of

consent to their collection. From the legal point of view, en-

croachments on the fundamental right to physical inviolability

may admittedly be conceivable even without consent if these are

in the public interest and permitted by a specific law. However,

such a solution should not be contemplated in the case of acts

in favour of research. Instead, to reinforce the legitimacy of re-

search and public confidence in it, the principle should be that

donation is voluntary. This does not preclude the idea of a moral

obligation to contribute to medical research by the donation of

samples and thereby to help relieve the suffering of others. This

view can be justified on the grounds of solidarity – in particu-

lar, where an individual wishes to take advantage of the results

of medical research to which others have contributed. There is

no need to go into this issue in more detail here. A high degree

of willingness to donate to biobanks is observed both in the

population at large and among the patient groups particularly

relevant to research. There is therefore no reason to put anyone

under moral pressure in the name of solidarity.

Where bodily substances and data accruing in the ordinary

course of therapy or diagnosis are to be collected and/or stored

in biobanks and used for research, current law provides, as stat-

ed above, that explicit donor consent can be dispensed with

subject to certain conditions. This flexibility has been very im-

portant to medical research in the past. Nor can its legitimacy

be denied on ethical grounds. In the appraisal, it accords prece-

dence to the public interest in research over donors’ interest in

having the sole right of decision on the fate of their bodily sub-

 





stances and data. After all, these substances have already been

separated from the body and their “donors” do not have any

manifest interest in reusing them themselves; furthermore,

they would otherwise simply be destroyed, as in the case of tis-

sue removed in surgery or of residual material from diagnostic

samples. Moreover, the confidentiality of patient data used in

research can be protected by suitable guarantees. However, this

consideration would justify only sample and data use notwith-

standing the absence of consent, but not use contrary to the

donor’s declared wishes.

Even if the flexibility allowed by the relevant laws and reg-

ulations is acknowledged to be legitimate, it may nevertheless

be preferable to require subjects’ explicit consent for the large-

scale use of samples and personal data for research purposes. A

number of different situations must be distinguished.

Use of anonymized samples and data
Use without consent raises the least concern where legitimately

obtained samples and data have been completely anonymized –

that is, where any personal reference allowing donor identifica-

tion (name, address and date of birth) has been eliminated.

Whereas, in this case too, there must be no use against the de-

clared wishes of the subject, ethically unobjectionable research

on anonymized material ought to be possible even without the

subject’s consent. In such cases, there are no evident apprecia-

ble personal interests that take priority over the public interest

in research. This is true to an even greater extent of material

that never has been personalized. However, if there is already

considered to be any likelihood of the future use of bodily 

materials for research purposes, the subjects concerned should

be informed of the possibility of such use (where appropriate,

by means of a form), so that they can exercise their right of self-

determination by refusing to allow it.

External use of personalized samples and data
The other end of the spectrum comprises cases where bodily



substances are to be transferred to an external institution in

combination with personalized patient or subject data. In this

situation, the samples and data move outside the area of confi-

dentiality and control in which they were supplied. An exam-

ple might be the establishment of a tumour bank, for which

both tissue samples and the associated patient data from a large

number of hospitals and medical practices are to be assembled.

In such a case, donor consent and the approval of an ethics

committee (see Section D.6.3.3) are essential.

Internal use of personalized samples and data
A midway position is occupied by cases where research is to be

undertaken using personalized or pseudonymized samples and

data at the institution in which the samples and data were orig-

inally obtained. The question whether the subject or patient

must consent not only to the collection of the sample from the

body but also to the research concerned arises in two cases of a

change of purpose: first, where samples and data obtained for

the purposes of diagnosis or therapy are to be used for research;

and, second, where consent to a specific research project has 

already been obtained but further research is to be conducted.

In these cases consent should always be obtained, perhaps by a

formalized procedure. In accordance with the data protection

legislation, however, use without consent should be possible in

exceptional circumstances – with the approval of the ethics

committee (see Section D.6.3.3 below) – if the scientific interest

in the conduct of the research project substantially outweighs

the subject’s interest in non-use and the purpose of the re-

search can either not be accomplished in any other way, or oth-

erwise be accomplished only at disproportionate expense. The

narrow formulation of this exception appreciably widens the

scope of the consent requirement compared with the previous

situation.

A situation that may be equated with internal use exists

where samples and data are transferred to external bodies in

pseudonymized form, but donor identification is possible only

 





at the institution where the samples and data were obtained or

collected. In these cases the institution to which the data were

entrusted remains exclusively responsible for them, and the 

external researcher has no access to the code.

2. Scope of the consent to use

2.1. Restriction to a specific purpose

Where, in accordance with the above considerations, consent to

the use of samples and data in biobanks is required, it is legally

effective only if it is given voluntarily and the subject has been

appropriately informed of the purposes, nature, significance

and implications of that use. The subject must know what he is

agreeing to. To this end, in the case of research on human beings,

information on the specific research project is as a rule neces-

sary. Hence other research projects are not covered by the con-

sent (this is the principle of restriction to a specific purpose).

However, restriction to a specific purpose, in the form of a

concrete research project, may give rise to problems in the case

of biobanks. These emerge particularly clearly with the nation-

al biobanks planned in a number of countries, in which sam-

ples and data from several hundred thousand donors are to be

kept for medical research. As infrastructure facilities for an in-

definite number of future research projects, they are unsuitable

for their purpose if consent is narrowly restricted to use for

specified concrete projects. Changes of purpose may arise with

other biobanks too. After all, the research conducted, or re-

search in another field, often raises connected questions that

could not previously have been foreseen, but can be answered

by means of the samples and data in the biobank. Attempts

could admittedly be made in such cases to obtain fresh consent

from donors in each case, but this will often be possible only at

disproportionate expense, or not at all, for example because the

donors have since died.



To ensure that biobanks, once established, do not quickly

lose their value, it must be made possible for donors to consent

to the use of their samples and data for undefined research

projects to be specified only at some future date.

It is occasionally objected that such a broad consent to use

does not constitute informed consent because the donors do

not know the exact purpose for which their samples and data

will ultimately be used. However, if donors have been informed

of the indefinite nature of the actual future applications, they

will be aware that they are agreeing to an uncertainty. But this

uncertainty is one that also affects the researchers, and does not

relate to the forgoing of available information.

Research must not accept everything that subjects are pre-

pared to give of their own accord. For this reason, research on

human beings for the benefit of others is not acceptable, even

with consent, if it entails appreciable health risks for the sub-

ject. However, such risks are unlikely to arise in the case of

biobanks. Bodily risks are precluded from the outset because

the samples used for research are already separated from the

body. Risks arising out of the research results and their transfer

to others must be controlled by appropriate donor protection

measures (see Section D.6 below). Provided that these condi-

tions are satisfied, there is no reason not to accept broadly

worded consent to use by donors if they have been adequately

informed of the uncertainty to which they are agreeing.

Yet even consent of this kind is not totally limitless, because,

firstly, the research must of course satisfy the applicable legal

and ethical conditions and, secondly, it remains confined to

medically relevant research, in accordance with the terms of

the donors’ consent. Now the definition of what constitutes the

subject-matter of medicine is not totally clear. For instance,

problems not traditionally assigned to the field of competence

of medicine (such as certain forms of idiosyncratic behaviour)

are occasionally redefined as medical problems. This situation

is not necessarily negative, because it may be appropriate, and

afford relief to those concerned, to extend medical concepts of

 





explanation and treatment to conditions and states not previ-

ously recognized as pathological. On the other hand, however,

this trend is also seen as problematical because it increasingly

involves the pathologization of variations in the spectrum of

the normal and their reduction to a scientific cause-and-effect

model, while psychosocial factors are relegated to the back-

ground. With regard to biobanks, the vagueness of the defini-

tion of “medical purposes” must be borne in mind. Whether

this vagueness does or not does not call into question the util-

ity of the term “medical” to distinguish the relevant purposes

from others is admittedly disputed. Again, the ill-defined na-

ture of the term is not specific to biobanks. Even so, on the

margins of the field of action that can thereby be legitimized,

situations could arise in which research generally perceived not

to be serving the purposes of medicine is carried out.

2.2. Period of validity of consent

Demands are occasionally voiced for samples of human bodily

substances and personal data collected for research purposes to

be subject to compulsory destruction after a given period (10

or 20 years). The underlying idea is that subjects should not

commit themselves for indefinite periods extending into an

unpredictable future. It is indeed a principle of data protection

law that personal data may be stored for only as long as really

required. However, there are good reasons for the absence of

compulsory deadlines for data deletion in the data protection

legislation. In the case of biobanks too, the demand for rigid

time limits on storage and use is counterproductive, as many

important studies depend on the long-term availability of

samples and data. For example, past pioneering epidemiologi-

cal cohort studies that analysed health trends in large popula-

tions over several decades would thereby be precluded.

Nor is there any obvious ethical reason why subjects should

be prevented from consenting to the long-term use of their



samples and data of their own free will and in full knowledge

of the situation. They are not then irrevocably placing their

own freedom of decision at the disposal of others – something

that could at most justify a curtailment of their autonomy 

“to protect them from themselves”. After all, in spite of their

consent, they have the right to withdraw their personal samples

and data from the biobank at any time (see Section D.6.1 

below).

2.3. Transfer of samples and data to third parties

Samples and data from biobanks must not be transferred and

used for purposes other than those of research. Within the field

of research, however, it should as a rule be possible for them to

be transferred, because modern research mostly calls for coop-

eration with other workers and because the efficient use of a

facility such as a biobank depends – as stated above – on the

possibility of using its samples and data for a large number of

research projects. These particularities must be allowed for in

the requirements governing subjects’ consent. Where the identi-

ty of certain cooperating partners is already known at the time

of establishment of a biobank, subjects should be informed of

this. However, it should also be possible for consent to be given

to the transfer of samples and data to as yet unknown re-

searchers. The same applies to transfers to the privately funded

research sector.

Such a broadly framed consent must, however, be offset by

a requirement that the samples and data, if they cannot be

anonymized, may leave the area of control of the biobank only

in coded form, except in circumstances provided for by law.

Personal data such as names, birth dates and addresses must

not be passed on to third parties. In cases where external re-

searchers require additional relevant data on subjects for their

research, the data may be supplied only by an officer of the

biobank to which the donors originally entrusted their samples

 





and data, so that the external workers cannot identify individ-

uals.

Furthermore, full records should be kept of any transfer to

third parties, to maximize transparency and to ensure that

donors can withdraw their samples and data at any time.

Donors’ rights of withdrawal must be guaranteed whenever

samples and data are transferred.

The protective mechanisms described above are all the

more important in the light of modern communications tech-

nologies, which allow the networking of a number of different

biobanks. Whereas this networking can appreciably increase

the value of biobanks for research, the accumulation of huge

volumes of data may also increase the potential for abuse.

However, if only coded samples and data are linked by net-

working, there are no fundamental objections from the point

of view of donor protection. After all, a network too must not

allow potential re-identification or create a new pool of per-

sonal samples and data. In cases where sample and data re-

identification is necessary for research, a fresh approach must

be made to the officers of the individual biobanks concerned.

2.4. Provisions governing succession for biobanks

A donor’s consent should also extend to the procedure to be

adopted if the operators of a biobank to which samples and data

are supplied are no longer present – because the responsible

scientists are no longer working, or because a research institu-

tion is closed down or no longer wishes to continue with the

biobank. If the destruction of all samples and the deletion of all

data are not to be made compulsory in such cases, with the

consequent loss of valuable potential research material, it will

be necessary to provide for the possibility – subject to donor

consent – of transfer of a biobank as a whole, including all

rights and obligations, to a third party as the new operating 

institution. In this case, it must also be permissible to transfer



the codes for donor re-identification. In the absence of donor

consent, the transfer of a biobank to third parties is acceptable

only if the samples and data have first been anonymized.

A non-specific consent by a donor to transfer should as a

rule be interpreted as meaning that samples and data may be

transferred only to an equivalent institution. This would mean

that in cases of doubt, for example, a biobank could not be

transferred from a university to the commercial sector.

The problem of succession is reduced if the operators of

biobanks are from the outset not individuals but institutions

(e.g. universities). The legitimate interests of the research

workers, in particular in a time-limited exclusive right of use,

should be protected by appropriate rules governing their inter-

nal relationship with the body in charge of the biobank. This

construction corresponds to the practice in many research 

institutions and in many cases also to the conditions laid down

by public research-funding institutions. At the same time,

it shifts the responsibility for a biobank – and for observance of

the donor protection rules – away from the immediate users

and on to the institution.

3. Obligation of informed consent

Before giving their consent, donors must be informed of all

circumstances likely to be relevant to their decision to grant or

refuse it. It must not be possible to dispense with the impart-

ing of this information. Relevant circumstances include in par-

ticular the following: the voluntary nature of participation; the

purposes, nature, scope and duration of the proposed use, in-

cluding proposed genetic analyses; the extent and conditions of

a possible transfer of samples and data, in particular if exported;

the possibility or otherwise of the communication of research

results to the donor; advice on the possible consequences of the

communication of the results of genetic analyses for the donor

and his relatives, including any possible duty to divulge (e.g. to

 





insurance companies); the form of data storage and linkage;

anonymization or pseudonymization of samples and data;

other ancillary donor protection measures; any State right of

access to samples and data; the donor’s right to withdraw his

consent at any time without sanctions; the fate of samples and

data in the case of withdrawal or if the biobank is closed down;

any commercial prospects of the proposed research (including

the possibility of filing patent applications for the results); and

issues of the payment of donor expenses, remuneration or ben-

efit sharing.

In view of the complexity and implications of the decision

to donate samples and data, all aspects of the information given

must be comprehensible and the position must be presented 

a form consistent with the patients’ or subjects’ need for infor-

mation. As in other fields of medical activity, it would be appro-

priate for biobanks to develop and validate suitable methods of

guaranteeing information quality.

As to the extent of the information, however, it must be

borne in mind that too much information may hamper under-

standing and therefore be counterproductive. The object of the

information is to ensure that donors do not grant consent in

ignorance of its significance and implications. However, this is

precisely what is likely to happen if the information is too

complex to be grasped by the donor. In this case, the plethora

of information is more likely to serve as a safeguard for the re-

searcher than to facilitate donor understanding. The situation

is analogous to the provision of information on the side-effects

of medicines. For this reason, the information requirement

must be tailored to the individual case.

In particular, there is no need to provide information about

circumstances that are generally known – for instance, the risk,

which can never be entirely precluded, that regulations and

safeguards might be violated with criminal intent, through,

for example, hacking into protected databases. Another un-

convincing demand that is sometimes voiced is that, before 

obtaining a donor’s consent, the researcher should inform him



of the possible risk of undesirable social developments. As a

rule, such risks are the subject of a wide range of conflicting

opinions and hypotheses. Individual researchers cannot be ex-

pected to reflect all these different opinions in the context of an

individual information interview. Instead, such risks should be

tackled by thorough debate at all levels of society and, where

appropriate, regulation. Donors wishing to make their consent

conditional upon an appraisal of the risks to society will have

to obtain full information on the state of the public discourse

in their own way.

4. Options for the declaration of consent

The demand is occasionally voiced that, when giving consent,

donors should be given a choice between consent declarations

of differing scope. While such options may help to demon-

strate the full implications of their decision to subjects, they

may make the consent unclear and thereby fail in their aim.

Moreover, they cannot always be harmonized with the func-

tions of a biobank. In the case of a cohort study, for example, it

is impossible to give donors the choice of making their samples

available for only five instead of ten years or of insisting on 

data anonymization. The possible options must depend on the

purpose of the research. The consent relates to the conditions

governing the furnishing by donors of their samples and data.

The design or content of research cannot be made dependent

on donors’ individual wishes.

If it is accepted that biobanks are a legitimate resource for

medical research and that donors are protected by a number of

objective measures and guarantees, there would appear to be

no objection to expecting donors, when giving their consent,

to make a yes-or-no decision that does not allow of any other

alternative. Although it is essential to ensure that donors are

aware of the implications of their decision, different options

for each individual aspect of the decision need not be provid-

 





ed for. All that is necessary is for attention to be expressly

drawn to the relevant points and for the required information

on them to be provided. The researchers should formulate as

clearly as possible what they consider to be the necessary con-

ditions for the use of the samples and data. It is then up to

donors to decide whether or not to participate on the basis of

these conditions. This does not affect the right of donors to

withdraw their consent at a later date should they subsequently

have misgivings.

5. Communication of research results 
to donors

In many situations, the entitlement to find out what others

know about one is a function of the right to informational self-

determination, especially where one’s own person is particu-

larly affected. However, if this were interpreted as meaning, in

the case of research with human bodily substances, that each

donor – perhaps even without having requested it – must be

informed of all results of the research, this would often involve

unacceptable effort and expense. On the one hand, recontacting

donors may present appreciable problems, and, on the other,

donors would have to be given a detailed explanation of their

personal results in the form of medical counselling, and would

then have to be counselled on the possible consequences.

Finally, as a precaution, donors would have to be informed in

advance of the possible results, so that they could exercise their

right not to know. All this would extend beyond the bound-

aries of research.

An appropriate solution must be based on the principle

that donors, in the exercise of their right of self-determination,

can agree to forgo individual communication and that the re-

searchers may stipulate the forgoing of this communication as

a condition for participation in the research. However, in the

case of information vital to the subject’s life there is as a rule 





an obligation, over and above normal communication with

specialists in the researchers’ own discipline, to seek personal

contact with donors.

Where information is to be communicated to donors, they

must receive special protection. Information on donors’ genetic

characteristics, in particular, may have appreciable effects on

both their subjective state and their objective life situation,

if the findings imply a possible prognosis of future disease. For

this reason, information on donors’ individual genetic and

health status should always be imparted by a person with spe-

cific counselling skills.

Where the individual communication of research results to

a donor is agreed, he must be told, when the consent-related

information is imparted, that he may be required to divulge the

findings in certain circumstances – for example, when conclud-

ing new contracts of employment or insurance in the future.

6. Donor protection: ancillary measures
and mandatory rules

Donor self-determination, while the most important element,

is not the only factor in appraisal of the legitimacy of biobanks.

Objective, legal barriers to research are unaffected: what is pro-

hibited by law does not become permissible by virtue of a donor’s

consent. With regard to the form to be assumed by the specific

regulatory framework for biobanks, the following aspects are

important over and above the general limits of research.

6.1. Right to withdraw consent to the use of 
samples and data

Donors should be able to allow for the interests of research by

giving a blanket consent to use, but should not be permitted to

hand over control of their samples and data to someone else







completely and definitively. This should be ensured by making

it impossible to relinquish the right to withdraw consent to the

use of samples and data at any time. However, withdrawal can

of course relate only to identifiable, not yet anonymized sam-

ples and data. Even for identifiable samples and data, though,

there should be no obligation on researchers to set aside results

that have already been evaluated provided that the relevant 

data exist only in aggregated, unpersonalized form. Research

already conducted would otherwise be rendered valueless even

though no donor interests calling for protection were at stake.

In this case, the interests of the researchers should take prece-

dence over a donor’s subsequent change of mind. In addition,

it ought to be possible to agree with donors that, in the event

of a withdrawal of consent, samples and data need only be

anonymized and not destroyed.

6.2. Coding of personal data

It is an elementary professional principle that, where personal

data are used in research, donor privacy should be protected by

as far as possible encoding anything whereby identities could

be inferred. It is essential for the relevant codes to satisfy cer-

tain quality criteria and for them not to be easily breakable;

a code number made up of a subject’s initials and date of birth,

for instance, does not satisfy this requirement. The organiza-

tional system used must provide for separate storage and ad-

ministration of the code and of the encrypted data.

The risk of donor identification without recourse to the

code – i.e. indirectly through linkage of general parameters (age,

sex, occupation, disease, etc.) – is no greater with coded than

with anonymized information. The same applies to genetic da-

ta; for these to be linked to a specific individual, a personalized

reference sample would have to exist. If anonymization is 

considered to be sufficient for data protection (as it is in the 

data protection laws), the abstract possibility of identification



through the linkage of non-personal data does not give rise 

to any particular objection to the legitimacy of biobanks. How-

ever, where samples and data from biobanks are transferred,

the researcher who receives them should, provided that the 

research design so permits, be given access not to encrypted

data on individual donors, but only to combined data on

groups of donors.

6.3. Donor protection through organization 
and procedures

Comprehensive donor consent gives research great flexibility

in the use of samples and data for projects not defined, or de-

finable, in advance. The question therefore arises whether the

establishment and/or use of biobanks should for this reason be

subject to particular controls. These might include licensing

procedures prior to the establishment of biobanks, special su-

pervisory bodies to monitor their ongoing operation, and the

involvement of ethics committees to evaluate concrete research

projects.

6.3.1. Should biobanks be licensed?

Collections of human bodily substances that are or can be as-

sociated with personal data are part of the routine of diagnostic

medicine. Very often, they are formed with no intention of

subsequent use as biobanks for research: a potential biobank

exists whenever samples taken for diagnostic purposes are

stored. To impose a licensing requirement for the establish-

ment of such collections would subject important areas of

medical activity to individual-case control over and above the

generally applicable requirements of registration and approval.

Such a demand has rightly never yet been expressed.

The question arising is at most whether a licensing require-

ment should be imposed if these collections are to be used for

 





research. This situation should be treated in the same way as

that of biobanks to be established with the explicit intention of

medical research. After all, the collection and use of human

bodily substances is part and parcel of normal medical re-

search. As a rule, it does not present any particular risks to

donors and is covered by the established standards of medical

research. There is therefore no reason to subject precisely those

forms of medical research that depend on the collection and

use of human bodily substances to what would in practice

amount to blanket prior control. Again, any such reservations

as to approval would scarcely be consistent with the freedom of

research guaranteed by the Constitution.

However, many regard genetic research as calling for par-

ticular regulation, because the danger of abuse in this case is

felt to be especially great. For instance, secret paternity tests are

a hotly debated issue at present. Here there is indeed a need for

regulation. But these risks apply to genetic analyses in general

and not specifically to the establishment and use of biobanks.

After all, individual samples are just as liable to be misused as

collections comprising a large number of samples. This matter

should therefore be addressed by a law that comprehensively

regulates all aspects of genetic investigations.

It might be appropriate to contemplate the compulsory 

licensing of large-scale biobanks, like, for example, BioBank

UK, which are established as relatively permanent facilities

combining major resources from different institutions. In 

this case, however, a crucial regulatory consideration, besides

donor protection, would be the safeguarding of appropriate

access to an important research infrastructure. There are as yet

no plans for such a biobank in Germany.

6.3.2. Supervision of biobank operation

In view of the complex organizational structure of some

biobanks, it seems appropriate for an independent internal or

external body to monitor observance of the ethical standards



and legal requirements applicable to the handling of samples

and data – for instance, the collection and subsequent use of

bodily substances, or the processing of the personal data used

in each case. This body should therefore be responsible for 

ensuring, for example, that donors’ expectations, as recorded in

their declarations of consent, are complied with; that the rele-

vant conditions of access to the biobank are observed; that the

limitations on the transfer of materials or data set by the 

research vocation of the biobank and by the declarations of

consent are not exceeded; and, finally, that if the biobank is

closed down, its stored bodily substances and information are

not misused.

Accordingly, the joint paper by the French and German Na-

tional Ethics Councils refers to a “trustee”. It should, however,

be borne in mind that the data protection laws applicable to

entities such as biobanks that record, process or use personal

data already explicitly provide that a data protection officer

must be appointed (e.g. Sections 4f and 4g of the Federal Data

Protection Law) and that most of the functions mentioned

above must be entrusted to him. The internal control required

by law is supplemented by external supervision, to be exercised

in the public sector by data protection officers (e.g. Section 24

of the Federal Data Protection Law) and in the private sector by

special supervisory authorities (Section 38 of the Federal Data

Protection Law). Experience so far indicates that the establish-

ment of a supervisory body with more extensive functions is

unnecessary.

Again, any organizational provisions would have to take 

account of the differing scales and structures of biobanks and

the associated widely differing risks. In particular, complex and

expensive organizational requirements that might be appropri-

ate, say, for national-scale biobanks must not be automatically

applied to all biobanks. Nor is there any need for all-embracing

controls on the generality of biobanks to prevent misuse, over

and above the requirements of general legislation.

 





6.3.3. Involvement of ethics committees

A common demand is that the opinion of an ethics committee

should be obtained before the implementation of any research

project using biobank samples and data. This would entail

more stringent rules than those hitherto applicable to the 

involvement of ethics committees. Up to now, the involvement

of ethics committees has been stipulated for certain hazardous

situations – by law (research on pharmaceuticals and medical

products, or research with radioactive substances or ionizing

radiation), by professional codes for certain professions (med-

ical practitioners), by the statutes and organizational codes of

certain bodies (e.g. university staff) or by the requirements of

research-funding institutions – where research on live human

beings is concerned. The aim is to avoid physical and psycho-

logical risks to the patients and subjects recruited for such 

research. However, the use of samples from biobanks – i.e.

bodily substances already separated from the donor’s body –

for research purposes does not, as such, involve any physical or

psychological risk to the donor. Any risks to the individual

would concern the violation of confidentiality and rights of

personality, and would arise at most in the event of a possible

linkage of samples with personal data. For this reason, research

projects in which such a linkage is proposed should be subject

to compulsory prior approval by an ethics committee. This 

requirement should apply, over and above current legal provi-

sions, to all research workers wishing to use bodily material

from biobanks. The ethics committee’s consent is accordingly

also necessary where an existing biobank is to be transferred to

third parties with the inclusion of personalized donor data.

The involvement of an ethics committee and the require-

ment of its approval are intended to ensure that a narrowly

worded consent is not exceeded, that a consent in broad terms

is not inappropriately given an even wider interpretation, and

that exceptional circumstances in which consent may be

waived are not illegitimately invoked (see Section D.1 above).



The approval of an ethics committee is also required where

bodily materials are to be transferred to external institutions in

pseudonymized form. Although in this case the researchers have

no access to personalized data, so that the situation for them is

the same as with anonymized samples and data, re-identifica-

tion by the responsible officers of the biobank is possible.

Conversely, a requirement to involve ethics committees

should not be extended to cases where only anonymous or

anonymized material is to be used in the research. In these 

instances there is no particular need for donor protection. Nor

are ethics committees responsible for general monitoring of

the legality of research and for overall prevention of abuse. The

National Ethics Council sees no reason for such an extension 

of the competence of ethics committees or for a requirement 

to involve them prior to any use of a biobank.

6.4. Confidentiality obligations

Where the research workers engaged on a project know or can

discover donors’ identities, donors must be protected by an 

obligation to observe confidentiality incumbent on everyone

participating in the project.

Both the criminal law and professional codes impose such

a duty of confidentiality on medical practitioners. They must

not divulge what has been entrusted to them in their capacity

as doctors to third parties without the patient’s consent (or

without a reason provided for in law). Medical confidentiality

also extends to a doctor’s ancillary staff. Any obligation of

confidentiality applicable to other professional groups, as well

as to doctors who have received samples and data independ-

ently of their medical functions, would at most be that ensuing

from the general data protection legislation. The duty of con-

fidentiality, where not prescribed by law, must be specifically

imposed and enforced by sanctions, for example by statutes or

contract.

 





6.5. Prevention of access to biobanks for 
non-research purposes

Biobanks are subject to the same requirements as any other 

institution that uses personal data: the data may be processed

only for the purpose for which they were recorded and 

stored – at least, in the absence of any statutory provision to the

contrary or of the subject’s consent. For this reason, biobanks

that use data for research purposes are required from the out-

set to confine the processing of such data to research purposes.

This means, for example, that data must not be passed on to

employers or insurers.

The first of the exceptions provided for by law is the re-

quirement that data from clinical drug trials be made available

to the State licensing authorities so that they can where neces-

sary check the results of these trials against the original data.

Unlike the situation in these cases, however, research ceases to

be the purpose when public bodies desire access to informa-

tion, for example in application of relevant provisions of the

data protection laws. This may be, say, to safeguard important

public interests, or to avoid dangers to public security or

threats to the welfare of the community. The implications of

such access are particularly evident in the case of biobanks 

that record and process a large volume of detailed personalized 

data on broad sections of the population over an extended 

period. It is essential for this situation to be addressed by 

a statutory requirement of confidentiality of research, pro-

hibiting any use whatsoever for non-research purposes – 

particularly as donors’ trust and willingness to supply bodily

substances and information, and hence ultimately the accept-

ance of biobanks, depend crucially on the certainty that both

bodily substances and information will not be used for any

purpose other than scientific research.

Another argument in favour of a requirement of confiden-

tiality of research is that research using biobanks is not subject

to the narrow restriction of purpose otherwise commonly pro-



vided for in the data protection legislation. The access to large

volumes of data thereby permitted gives rise to particular risks

of linkage, which can only be justified if they are mitigated by

compulsory confidentiality of research.

Impossible as it surely is to overlook the importance and

urgency of a requirement of confidentiality of research pre-

cisely for biobanks, it is equally clear that the demand for this

confidentiality to be enshrined in law inevitably gives rise to 

a number of difficult considerations that call for the striking 

of an appropriate balance, especially as regards the possibility

of access to data for the investigation of serious criminal acts.

7. An essential condition for biobanks: 
protection from genetic discrimination
and stigmatization

7.1. Genetic discrimination

Knowledge of a person’s genetic characters can be used to jus-

tify unequal treatment. If there is no objective reason for the

inequality of treatment, discrimination is then being practised.

Such a risk is considered to apply in particular to employment

and insurance contracts – for instance, if a candidate for a post

is turned down on the grounds of genetic disposition to a 

future disease or if someone wishing to take out insurance is

refused cover. This risk is increased as more and more knowl-

edge is amassed about genetic dispositions – especially where

large volumes of data are assembled, as in biobanks, and must

be addressed by adequate protective mechanisms. In the case 

of biobanks, these include the coding of personalized data;

restriction of the purpose for which the data may be used, cou-

pled with a ban on access for non-research purposes; and con-

fidentiality requirements (see Sections D.6.2ff. above). Provided

that these conditions are satisfied, there are no fundamental

discrimination-related objections to biobanks. Indeed, the 

 





risk of unauthorized persons gaining access to confidential 

data is lower in the case of biobanks, owing to coding, than in 

routine clinical practice, where a plethora of health-related in-

formation is often kept in unencrypted form together with the

names of the persons to whom it applies – and no one would

conclude that this practice is illegitimate because of the danger

of discrimination. The risk of discrimination on the grounds

of results of genetic diagnosis must be avoided by statutory

regulation of the sectors in which information can be used in

discriminatory ways – for instance, by restricting the use of ge-

netic diagnoses in the fields of employment and insurance.

7.2. Genetic stigmatization

The risk of genetic discrimination due to genetic research 

can be controlled by regulation. It is more difficult to respond 

to the risk that people might be stigmatized by the results of

genetic research. Stigmatization is a problem of perception –

both perception by others and self-perception.

If the genetic causes of diseases are identified, it may be

possible to determine that sufferers are carriers of the relevant

genes. It may also become generally known that members of

certain ethnic groups have a higher probability of developing

certain diseases for genetic reasons (e.g. Tay-Sachs disease in

Ashkenazi Jews or sickle cell anaemia in Africans). The fear is

that this knowledge might be applied to those concerned like a

blemish, so that, in the eyes of those around them, they are

“classified” or “marked”. Conversely, the perception that a char-

acteristic has genetic causes may free those concerned from

stigma because that characteristic – e.g. congenital obesity – is

no longer perceived as their personal “fault”. Again, social clas-

sification or labelling can ensue from any form of medical

knowledge; it is not a specific consequence of a genetic finding.

An example is the diagnosis of a sexually transmitted disease,

such as AIDS. Admittedly, genetic findings are regarded in 



the public mind as particularly significant and serious. Past

pronouncements by scientists may have contributed to this

perception. Yet it reflects a one-sided singling out of genetic

factors that minimizes the importance of other conditions of

human life (such as education, experience or environment).

8. Impact of genetic analyses on third 
parties

The requirement of informed consent protects donors of sam-

ples and data. However, the medical research facilitated by a

biobank may have effects that extend beyond donors. Genetic

analyses may permit inferences about members of a donor’s

family or lead to general findings concerning entire groups of

people. The question is whether third parties who might pos-

sibly be affected ought to be consulted when consent is given

for donation to a biobank.

8.1. Donors’ relatives

Genetic analyses of donor samples may generate information

about relatives who do not possess this information, may not

wish to possess it and might not divulge it of their own accord.

Even so, it should be up to every individual family member to

decide whether or not to have his own genes examined. This is

because the right of those directly affected to self-determina-

tion in relation to their own bodies and personalities takes

precedence over the self-determination of others who are only

indirectly affected. This is generally accepted in the case of

medical diagnostic examinations or of family planning for

identification of an increased risk of illness in potential chil-

dren. The same must also apply to consent to the conduct 

of such analyses for research purposes on bodily substances

supplied to a biobank. Where biobank sample donors are 

 





informed of research results that affect them, it may be hoped

that they will exhibit restraint, tact and empathy in regard to

the interests of relatives who may be affected in the same way

as themselves.

8.2. Impact on groups – community consent?

Genetic analyses of donor samples may yield results relevant to

the genetic particularities and risks of patients suffering from 

a given disease or of ethnic groups in whom such diseases are 

especially prevalent. Depending on the nature of the data

recorded, they may also provide information on people in cer-

tain occupations or age groups. The issue here is whether these

groups, because they may be “affected” by the research, must

also give their consent as groups before individual group mem-

bers are allowed to offer their bodily substances to a biobank

(“community consent”).

The demand for community consent has been voiced

mainly in connection with projects involving the collection of

samples and data from members of traditional communities

(such as indigenous peoples) incorporated or formerly incor-

porated in nation states as minorities. The custom of such

communities may dictate that no one may decide even on mat-

ters concerning the personal sphere without the consent of the

group and that an individual’s bodily substances, data and

genes “belong” not to that individual but to the community.

Such issues do not arise in Germany.

The demand for community consent in relation to other

groups (e.g. age or patient groups) cannot be seriously enter-

tained. If such groups are particularly affected by research using

biobanks and are therefore in need of special protection, it is

the responsibility of the legislature to initiate the necessary

measures. Collective rights of veto that take precedence over

the autonomy of an individual donor and restrict the freedom

of research are foreign to our Constitution.



On the other hand, “affected” groups could perhaps be 

involved in the establishment and, where appropriate, moni-

toring of biobanks at a level below that of a right of veto. How-

ever, such involvement would be feasible at most for large-scale

projects concerning relatively permanent infrastructures us-

able for a wide variety of research projects. Its aim would be to

increase the transparency and openness of science to society.

9. Samples and data of those 
incapable of giving their consent and 
of deceased individuals

9.1. Incapacity for consent

Effective consent presupposes the relevant capacity. The capac-

ity to give consent is defined as the ability to understand the

purposes, nature, significance and implications of the measure

calling for consent, to weigh the pros and cons and to exercise

the right of self-determination in the light of the understanding

arrived at. The capacity to give consent may be lacking owing

to age (in the case of children and adolescents), disability or

disease (e.g. dementia), or accident.

Decisions on behalf of someone incapable of giving con-

sent – as in other instances, after the necessary information has

been imparted – must always be made by the legal representa-

tive: the parents in the case of minors or a carer for an adult.

An adult could be represented by a legally authorized repre-

sentative. The representative’s powers come to an end, for a

child or an adolescent, when the individual becomes capable of

giving his consent.

Those who lack the capacity to give consent have the same

right to information, including information on the use of their

samples and data and on the findings accruing from the re-

search conducted on them, as people who have this capacity.

Their natural wishes must be taken into account in every case,

 





provided that they are capable of understanding. Hence sam-

ples and data may be collected from them and used only if they

have as far as possible given their consent, or at least do not

show any signs of refusal. Appropriate means of communica-

tion must be used or, as the case may be, developed.

In addition, it is essential to ensure that anyone lacking the

capacity to give consent is not confronted with genetic findings

from research on his samples and data that have no direct ther-

apeutic and diagnostic relevance to him.

Medical research on subjects lacking the capacity to consent

is at present a hotly debated issue. No one disputes that those

incapable of giving consent may be involved in research from

which they themselves are likely to benefit therapeutically. Dis-

agreement centres on whether, and subject to what conditions,

research for the benefit of others is legitimate.

On the one hand, it is argued that, given a low level of risk,

the involvement of subjects lacking the capacity to give consent

may be contemplated if the research concerned is intended to

benefit others affected by the same disease or (in the case of

children) persons in the same age group. At any rate, those in-

capable of giving their consent ought not to be exposed to any

non-minimal risks (whether physical or psychological) or

stresses for the purposes of research carried out for the benefit

of others. Limits are thus set to the taking of samples from the

bodies of those lacking the capacity to give consent. However,

in the case of residual material from therapy or diagnosis, use

for research purposes does not call for action on the body. Pro-

vided that the protective mechanisms described above (Section

D.6) are observed, the risks of violation of confidentiality and

rights of personality associated with the storage and use of

personalized samples and data may be regarded as minimal.

Where the involvement of subjects incapable of giving consent

is the only possible way of conducting research for the benefit

of fellow-sufferers, the representative should therefore be per-

mitted to consent to the use of samples and data following the

imparting of appropriate information (Section D.3). Subject to



the requirement of group benefit, it should also be possible for

this consent to cover more than one research project.

On the other hand, some hold that consent to research is 

a strictly personal matter and as such must be left to those con-

cerned. Moreover, according to this view, it is not readily, if at

all, possible to determine whether risks and stresses are in fact

minimal. Finally, the welfare of the individual might be endan-

gered by a consideration based on the notion of benefit to the

group. In view of the particular protection needs of those inca-

pable of giving their consent, verifiable criteria and methods

for the definition of minimal risks should be developed.

The precise conclusions to be drawn from these arguments

cannot be definitively established in the context of an Opinion

on biobanks. The same problems arise in a number of other 

situations – for instance, in pharmaceutical research. This makes

it all the more important to develop generally applicable prin-

ciples both to guarantee the protection of subjects incapable of

giving their consent and, so far as is feasible, to take account of

the importance of research for the benefit of others.

9.2. Deceased persons

Bodily substances from deceased persons may also be extremely

valuable to medical research. Samples and data from deceased

individuals can be collected and recorded for biobanks and

subsequent use in research on the same conditions as for living

donors. If the deceased has not given his consent during his

lifetime, the next of kin can furnish it, provided that this is not

inconsistent with the deceased’s wishes as expressed during his

lifetime or with his presumed wishes.

 





10. Transitional solutions for “old” 
collections

Old collections of samples taken in the interests of patients for

diagnostic or therapeutic reasons and stored for scientific pur-

poses cannot be judged by present-day criteria, which are the

fruit of increasing awareness of the importance of personality

rights. As a rule, it is no longer possible to obtain the subject’s

consent. However, the longer ago the samples were taken, the

less the subjects are personally affected by the research. These

collections would be lost to research if they were to be judged

retrospectively by present-day criteria and if effective informed

consent were demanded for their use. As explained above, cur-

rent law is perfectly consistent with their scientific use provided

that no interests affecting the personality rights of the donors,

or no such interests that take precedence over science, are 

affected. Additional donor protection is afforded by the re-

quirement (see Section D.6.3.3 above) that an ethics committee

must approve the conduct of research projects for which per-

sonal samples and data are to be used.

11. Access to biobanks

It is in the public interest for biobanks to be available for med-

ical research. They should therefore be at the disposal of as

large a group of interested researchers as possible. The condi-

tions – in particular, as to consent – on which biobank owners

may make the samples and data they have received available to

third parties are set out in Section D.2.3 above. Another issue is

whether they must make them available to other researchers.

To ensure optimum utilization of the potential of biobanks,

it is desirable for access to be granted to as many research

workers as possible, especially where biobanks are publicly

funded. To a greater extent than was usually the case in the

past, biobanks should be established and maintained in ac-



cordance with uniform scientific standards. Adequate quality 

assurance measures are the only way to ensure that biobanks

remain usable for a variety of research projects over very long

periods of time.

However, research workers who have contributed prelimi-

nary work of their own to the setting up of biobanks may le-

gitimately expect, in the initial period, to reap the fruit of their

investment in time and labour and to enjoy priority of use for

their own research. These interests can be taken into account

by providing that the funding institutions set a period during

which the researchers who establish a biobank have exclusive

use of it. The funding conditions should specify the rights and

obligations applicable to third-party access once this period

has elapsed.

The owners of privately funded biobanks must enjoy sole

rights to their use within the limits of the donors’ consent.

Compulsory opening up of a private biobank to other re-

searchers – or commercial competitors! – would be equivalent

to expropriation and hence impermissible without compensa-

tion.

12. Payment for biobank samples; benefit
sharing

12.1. Payment for biobank samples

There are many arguments in favour of establishing biobanks

on the basis of unpaid donations of material and data. It is held

that patients and other subjects are perfectly prepared to par-

ticipate without a financial consideration. They take the view

that their contribution is promoting a public good – namely,

medical progress – and do not as a rule aim to benefit finan-

cially from it. The willingness to donate deserves recognition

and support. This does not preclude the payment of expenses,

as allowed, for example, by the German Transfusion Law 

 





for blood donations. There is admittedly a tendency to offer 

expenses at a level tantamount to actual remuneration. Apart

from the ethical reservation that such remuneration might

constitute a crossing of the boundary of impermissible com-

mercialization of the human body and its parts, this tendency

should be opposed also because of its potential undermining 

of solidarity. The National Ethics Councils of France and Ger-

many have already drawn attention to this possibility in their

joint declaration of 2 October 2003. At any rate, public and 

private funding institutions should not provide resources for

the payment of excessive expenses.

12.2. Benefit sharing

It is often asserted that donors who have made their samples

and data available to biobanks ought somehow to benefit from

the profit accruing from research based on the use of biobank

material. This demand is directed primarily at the pharmaceu-

tical industry. However, most biobanks are initially used only

for fundamental research, which, as such, does not as a rule

generate a financial return. It is only when research results 

are subsequently applied and economic gain accrues that the 

question arises whether individual donors, groups of donors or 

society should share in the benefit.

An obstacle to benefit sharing for individual donors is that

an individual’s contribution to the result of the research and to

the benefit accruing from it cannot as a rule be ascertained.

This does not preclude the possibility that the users who

gain financially from research with biobanks could make 

voluntary contributions to funds devoted to public welfare –

especially if the notion of an obligation to uphold solidarity

(see Section C.1) is accepted. In the case of profit-oriented

biobank users, this could entail the making of voluntary con-

tributions to public-welfare funds, which could be located and

organized at different levels:



>> Project-related funds: In this case the revenue accruing

directly or indirectly from the research projects (e.g.

from patents, licences or the granting of user rights to

third parties) would flow back into the research project

or the relevant institutions.

>> Disease-related funds: In this case the resources would

benefit groups of patients suffering from a given disease.

>> Group-related funds: These would be established to sup-

port, for example, indigenous peoples or groups with

certain genetic, health-related or social characteristics.

>> National funds: These would be established, for example,

for the purposes of specifically directed disease preven-

tion.

>> International funds: These would contribute to improv-

ing the provision of effective medicines to patients in

poor countries.

Another possibility would be funds dedicated to the pro-

tection of patients’ and subjects’ rights, which would advise

and represent the interests of those wishing to contribute to the

progress of biomedical research in the certainty that their rights

and interests are protected and appropriately represented.

However, for a variety of reasons it would be difficult to

gain acceptance for compulsory contributions to such funds,

since this balancing of private gain with public benefit would

compete with the taxation system. Whether that would be 

appropriate is a regulatory issue of principle that extends far

beyond the question of biobanks.

 





Biobanks 
for research

A P P E N D I X



Selected projects of international

Country Genebank description

Iceland Three linkable collections: the Iceland Health Sector
Database (IHSD); genealogical records, and the biobank,
containing genetic samples from volunteers

United
Kingdom

DNA, medical records and lifestyle questionnaires 
acquired from 500 000 volunteers aged 45–69

Estonia Genotype, medical records and genealogical data on
approximately one million participants

Latvia A combination of medical, genetic and genealogical 
information 

Sweden
(Västerbotten)

Utilizes genetic and medical information from 70 000 
40- to 60-year-olds of the county of Västerbotten; samples
are from a previously existing 15-year-old Medical Biobank,
preserved from a previous study on heart disease

Singapore Plans include only genomic information from Asian 
population groups





significance

National government role Commercial aspects

The Icelandic Parliament passed several
pieces of legislation allowing construction of
the IHSD and a biobank

deCode Genetics has a 12-year contract
for exclusive commercial rights to the
information in the IHSD and authoriza-
tion to construct a biobank

The Medical Research Council, the Wellcome
Trust and the Department of Health are 
collectively providing an initial £45 million to
fund the project

None at this time; commercial access
remains to be determined

The Estonian Genome Project Foundation 
is responsible for the project; Parliament
passed a Human Genes Research Act in
2000

EGeen Inc., the Estonian Genome
Foundation’s commercial arm, plans to
market products to the global pharma-
ceutical industry

The project is being conducted by the
Latvian Genome Foundation; a law allowing
the database is under review

The Latvian Genome Foundation plans 
to market access to the database to the
global pharmaceutical industry

s
The Swedish Medical Research Council
(MRC) granted commercial rights to the
database and passed research guidelines;
information is collected within the National
Health Care System; all health care centres
in the region are involved

UmanGenomics has exclusive rights 
to genetic samples from the existing
Medical Biobank and has the exclusive
right to commercialize information
derived from the Biobank

The Genome Institute of Singapore is
nationally funded and affiliated with the
National University of Singapore

The Genome Institute of Singapore 
will avoid any commercialization of the
project



Informed consent and confidentiality Opposition

Data are protected by third-party encryption; 
presumed consent is applied with a restricted
opt-out option to the IHSD; informed consent is
used in collection of genetic samples

Mannverd was created specifically 
in opposition to the genebank; the
Icelandic Medical Association also
voiced concerns but has since been
reconciled with deCode

Information will be stored anonymously; no 
genotype results will be provided to volunteers

Liberty expressed concerns about 
lack of detail in plans for the biobank;
Genewatch UK has issued information
and warnings about possible ethical,
legal and social issues

Participation requires informed consent; person-
alized genotype information will be provided to
the donor and his/her doctor; data are protected
by coding and encryption

Critics suggest that an already
underfunded health system should
take priority; there is no organized
dissent

A centre at the University of Latvia will store 
and process the information

None identified

Informed consent will be acquired from previous
donors for each new project; UmanGenomics has
access only to coded samples; the Biobank is also
available for academic research; UmanGenomics
complies with the MRC’s research guidelines

There has been no decrease in 
participation in the region’s health
check-up programme, even though
the project has been well publicized

Not specified None identified



Current progress

A licence was granted to deCode for access to the IHSD in 1998; 
the Act on Biobanks was passed in 2000; deCode has collected 
70 000 genetic samples

The project is planned to begin in 2003 and expected to be 
completed in 2013

A pilot project involving 10 000 Estonians will be carried out in 2002,
depending on funding; once the pilot project is initiated, the entire
project is expected to take 10 years

Current legislation is expected to pass; a pilot project of 40 000 was
to begin in early 2002; entire project is expected to take 10 years

A law concerning the use of biobanks was recently passed in
Västerbotten

The Genome Institute of Singapore has recently been created; future
plans involve a genetic database, but no work is yet in progress

Source: Community Genetics, 2003 (6), 37 – 45
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Joint declaration by the NER and the CCNE
supplementing their Opinions on biobanks

I. Introduction

This document sets out the results of a series of joint discus-

sions on biobanks held between the National Ethics Council 

of the Federal Republic of Germany (NER) and the French

Comité consultatif national d’éthique (CCNE) in 2002 and

2003. The joint debates and deliberations on this subject have

made it clear that, with regard to the extraction, storage, han-

dling and use of bodily substances and associated personal 

data, the two ethics councils are concerned with similar issues

and that they each consider that the regulatory position 

needs to be clarified by legislation. Notwithstanding certain

differences between the legal contexts in the two countries,

the search for satisfactory answers and political solutions is

governed by values and principles recognized by both coun-

tries to be of fundamental importance.

That is why it was felt appropriate for the Opinions drawn

up by the two ethics councils to be supplemented by a joint

declaration.

The subject of each of our Opinions is biobanks established

or used for biomedical research. Biobanks, in this sense, are

privately or publicly maintained institutions for the long-term

storage of human bodily substances and for the storage of per-

sonal data and information on the donors of these substances.

Bodily substances include cells, tissue and blood, as well as

DNA, the physical medium of genetic information. Data and

information are here deemed to comprise both genetic in-

formation from individuals and health- and lifestyle-related 

information on those individuals. The particularity of the

biobanks to which these Opinions are devoted lies in this

twofold character: the specific importance of the collections of

samples stems from the combination of samples with such 





data and information. Since any collection may become the

subject of genetic research at some point, attention must also

be given to the regulation of genetic research in the context of

biobanks. Another important aspect is electronic processing of

the data and information. This form of processing and trans-

mission permits much faster and more effective data linking

and transfer than were previously possible.

The aim of this declaration is to outline the problems and

issues raised by biobanks. The slight differences between the

legislative recommendations contained in the two Opinions,

as well as any divergences in the significance assigned to indi-

vidual aspects of the issues dealt with, are due to the respective

national particularities.

II. The need for an Opinion

The extraction, storage, handling and use of bodily substances

and of the personal data recorded in association with these

substances are a long-established practice, which, however, is

currently in the throes of significant technical development. By

means of the large-scale collection and comparison of bodily

substances and the data obtained from them, it is possible to

identify correlations that may in the long term lead to valuable

diagnostic and therapeutic discoveries. Bodily substances and

the associated information may therefore possess enormous

value. The establishment of large biobanks may thus decisively

boost the development of the life sciences, medicine, medical

research and healthcare, while at the same time furthering our

knowledge of demographic and other population-related pa-

rameters.

However, biobanks not only promise benefits, but also

arouse anxiety and distrust within the community. These reac-

tions are due to concern that the data and bodily substances

might be used for purposes other than those to which donors

have consented. For this reason, the samples and information





accruing from a medical research project should not be made

available to the police, the judicial authorities, employers or in-

surance companies. And even in the case of a research project,

some would object to the use of their samples and data for 

scientific purposes not foreseeable at the time when consent

was given.

The establishment of biobanks may entail the transfer of

samples or information to third parties. Furthermore, personal

information may be relevant not only to the individual from

whom the samples were taken, but also to his or her genetic 

relatives, to large communities or perhaps even to a country’s

entire population.

The ethics councils of France and Germany agree that 

the ethical and legal challenges posed by biobanks are of many

different kinds and that they call for a framework of new and

consistent regulations applicable at both national and interna-

tional level. Those who contribute to these advances by the 

donation of bodily substances must be protected by clear reg-

ulations from any misuse of their personal data. At the same

time, it is essential to avoid the obstruction of technical

progress by excessive regulation. The framework to be estab-

lished must satisfy both of these aspirations.

III. Providing for a “chain of responsibility”

The regulation of biobanks must take account of the four areas

mentioned above – namely, the extraction, storage, handling

and use of bodily substances and data. Each of these areas

raises specific issues and calls for an appropriate solution. Each

area may concern different players from those involved in the

others. For instance, those who collect the samples or the data

and information need not be the same individuals as those

who handle the collected samples – that is, who label, encode,

anonymize, re-identify or conduct research on them. Yet all

these areas should be regulated as a whole, consistently and





with due regard to technical progress. Hence the importance 

of specifying an unbroken chain of responsibility and of laying

down the responsibilities to be assigned to each area. In 

addition, a body should be established to perform the task 

of monitoring compliance with the regulations applicable in

each case. A suitable model is that of a specially appointed

coordinating officer or trustee, whose functions and duties

must be defined in detail.

Responsibility applies not only to the implementation of

controls and compliance with regulations, but also to the con-

duct of research. The patients who furnish their samples and

data generally do so in the expectation of facilitating research

that will benefit the affected group.

IV. Free and informed consent

The question of consent lies at the heart of the debate on 

the ethical and legal regulation of biobanks. This notion is so

fundamental that all activities carried on in each of the areas

defined above must be structured in terms of it. In the course

of their joint discussions, the two ethics councils found that

specification of the scope of free and informed consent raised

a number of questions.

The first of these concerns the specific research objectives

to which donors’ free and informed consent applies. Must the

purposes for which bodily substances are collected be specified

in advance, or can the samples also be used for other scientific

projects that could not previously be foreseen because they

were beyond the scope of the cognitive dynamics of the re-

search process? Can donors trust in the integrity of research

and grant consent from the outset to the use of their bodily

substances and the information they yield for all initially un-

foreseen research objectives arising out of a given scientific

problem complex – i.e. can they in effect give consent in 

the form of a blank cheque? And to what degree of data





anonymization should the consent apply? Should donors be

able to choose between consent declarations providing for dif-

ferent levels of authorization?

The two ethics councils are aware of the difficulty that the

question of free and informed consent involves two necessari-

ly contradictory aspirations. On one side is the interest of

donors in protecting their personal data, as a result of which it

might be appropriate to sever the links between the samples

and data and their donors as quickly as possible; while on the

other is the scientific interest in the possibility of linking data

back to donors and of re-accessing data and samples with a

view to relating new results to actual cases. Another argument

against blanket anonymization is that it may be in donors’

interests for them to be informed of research results.

There is no doubt that the information to be furnished at

the time of entry into the bank and before samples or data are

used for any research project must be particularly precise and

must take account of a wide range of possible subsequent 

activities. For this reason there can be no single binding mod-

el for consent. Instead, the regulations to be drawn up must 

be flexible enough to suit the needs of the entire spectrum of

possible research projects.

In view of the complexity of these issues, the CCNE and the

NER consider it necessary for the conditions of free and in-

formed consent for biobanks to be defined in more detail. They

stress the need to stimulate public debate on this question in

their respective countries. In this connection, particular atten-

tion must be paid to protection of those incapable of giving

their consent.

V. Functions of the coordinating officer

In view of the complex organizational structure of a biobank,

it seems appropriate to contemplate the appointment of an of-

ficer or trustee with responsibility for coordinating its various





activities and for monitoring compliance with certain stan-

dards, as well as to define his or her duties.

The CCNE and the NER are agreed that the officer could

perform a central, linking function within the system. The 

officer’s role could be to ensure that the ethical principles and 

legal requirements relevant to each of the four areas (extraction,

storage, handling and use) are observed. He or she could verify

that the extraction and subsequent use of bodily substances

and the recording and use of personal data have been or are 

being carried out in accordance with the donor’s chosen form

of consent. The officer’s competence could also extend to mon-

itoring access to biobanks and ensuring that bodily substances

and information are issued solely for the purposes of scientific

research, and then only in a manner corresponding to the

donor’s consent. Finally, the functions of such an officer could

include preventing misuse of the stored bodily substances and

information in the event of a biobank’s closure. The officer

could advantageously seek the advice of an ethics committee

on specific aspects of his or her work.

All regulations should take account of the fact that individ-

ual biobanks differ in size and structure. The same applies to

the appointment and functions of the coordinating officer.

VI. New issues of solidarity

Bodily substances and the associated information can be espe-

cially valuable for biomedical research if collected and stored in

large quantities. Today’s high-volume data-processing possibil-

ities have opened up new vistas. Although neither Germany

nor France has so far planned the establishment of biobanks on

a quasi-national scale like those projected or in the course of

implementation in Iceland, Estonia and the United Kingdom,

the two countries do possess large collections of samples and

data for biomedical research that raise questions of solidarity,

altruism and justice.





For example, what limits are set to payment for the extrac-

tion of bodily substances by the ethical principle, which in

France is moreover enshrined in law, of the non-commercial-

ization of the living body? The two ethics councils wish to draw

attention to the current international debate on the regulation

of remuneration for the benefits accruing from the collection

and storage of donor samples and information. Both councils

are also aware of the associated risks: the notion that the bodily

substances and data supplied to a biobank have the character

of a donation for research could be weakened if donors had 

individual claims to the products of the research or received a

financial consideration. One possibility that might be contem-

plated is that in return for intensive collaboration donors could

be granted preferential access to therapies developed by virtue

of their contributions to biobanks. Thorough discussion of

these matters is essential. Large collections of human bodily

substances can result in the joint utilization of research results,

the consequent advances accruing to the benefit of all.

VII. Conclusions

In conclusion, a new regulatory framework must be established

in both countries to reconcile the development and utilization

of research involving the extraction, storage, handling and use

of bodily substances and data in biobanks with protection of

the individual. This is a task that not only confronts Germany

and France but must also be tackled at international level.

Berlin and Paris, 2 October 2003
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28 June 2002 Public panel discussion with members of the National 
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Committee on Ethical Issues (Comité consultatif national 
d’éthique pour les sciences de la vie et de la santé – 
CCNE): “Biobanks – biomedical, ethical and legal aspects 
of the storage and use of bodily substances and genetic 
data”

24 October 2002 Public annual meeting of the National Ethics Council: 
“Biobanks – a promise of scientific progress or a sell-out 
of man as a ‘resource’?”

24 February 2003 Joint deliberations of the National Ethics Council and the 
French National Consultative Committee on Ethical Issues 
(Comité consultatif national d’éthique pour les sciences 
de la vie et de la santé – CCNE)

10 September 2003 Public joint meeting of the National Ethics Council and 
the Human Genetics Commission: “The establishment of 
biobanks for medical research: ethical, legal and social 
aspects”
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